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Abstract: How has maritime security evolved since 2001, and what challenges exist moving forward? This report provides an overview of the current state of maritime security with an emphasis on port security. It examines new risks that have arisen over the last twenty years, the different types of security challenges these risks pose, and how practitioners can better navigate these challenges. Building on interviews with 37 individuals immersed in maritime security protocols, we identify five major challenges in the modern maritime security environment: (1) new domains for exploitation, (2) big data and information processing, (3) attribution challenges, (4) technological innovations, and (5) globalization. We explore how these challenges increase the risk of small-scale, high-probability incidents against an increasingly vulnerable Marine Transportation System (MTS). We conclude by summarizing several measures that can improve resilience-building and mitigate these risks.
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Definitions

*Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs):* a well-equipped adversary that often employs sophisticated methods to stage an attack, typically in the cyber domain

*Counterterrorism:* practices, tactics, techniques, and strategies designed to prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism

*Cyber-attack:* the intentional act of attempting to gain unauthorized access to system services, resources, or information, or an attempt to compromise system integrity

*Cyberspace:* the interdependent network of information technology infrastructures, that includes the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers

*Cyber incident:* an incident occurring on or conducted through a computer network that actually or imminently jeopardizes the integrity, confidentiality, or availability of computers, information or communications systems or networks, physical or virtual infrastructure

*Domestic violent extremist:* an individual based and operating primarily within the United States or its territories without direction or inspiration from a foreign terrorist group or other foreign power who seeks to further political or social goals wholly or in part through unlawful acts of force or violence

*Marine Transportation System (MTS):* the global network of land and sea-based infrastructure that facilitates the flow of goods between and within countries; sometimes referred to as the Maritime Transportation System

*Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA):* effective understanding of information, threats, and anything associated with the global maritime domain that could impact the security, safety, economy, or environment of the United States

*Maritime security:* the protection of people and property in the U.S. Maritime Transportation System by preventing, disrupting, and responding to terrorist attacks, sabotage, espionage, or subversive acts

*Port security:* security, defense, and law enforcement measures employed to safeguard a port and cargo from unlawful or disruptive activities

*Risk assessment:* product or process evaluating information based on a set of criteria and assigns values to risks for the purpose of informing priorities, developing or comparing courses of action, and informing decision making

*United States maritime domain:* all U.S. ports, inland waterways, harbors, navigable waters, Great Lakes, territorial seas, contiguous zone, customs waters, coastal seas, littoral areas, the U.S. Economic Exclusion Zone and oceanic regions of U.S. national interest, as well as the seas lanes to the United States, U.S. maritime approaches, and the high seas surrounding America
Executive Summary

How has maritime security evolved since 2001, and what challenges exist moving forward? While the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) implemented several important changes in the wake of September 11 to improve counterterrorism security, these institutions are now challenged by today’s complex and expansive threat environment. Identifying these challenges is key to improve Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) and secure the Marine Transportation System (MTS).

This report provides an overview of the current state of port security, new risks that have arisen since 9/11 and the 2002 Maritime Transportation Security Act, the different types of security challenges these risks pose, and how practitioners may mitigate them. We take a two-pronged research approach to address these questions. First, we conducted a series of interviews with 37 individuals from academia, think tanks, law enforcement, as well as former and active-duty Coast Guard personnel to identify emerging risks. Using these interviews, we then investigated each of these risks in-depth. We used various open-source resources from academic research, think tanks, Government Accountability Office reports, and USCG publications to identify emerging threats and vulnerabilities to the MTS.

Findings: We identify three pressing threats to modern port and vessel security systems:
(1) increasingly diffuse and unorganized set of extremist actors intent on using violence,
(2) increasingly sophisticated cyber-attacks and other Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs), and
(3) advanced technologies and weapons systems.

We also identify a growing number of vulnerabilities in ships, ports, and people whereby these threats can manifest.

Table 1. Summary of Key Vulnerabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>Key Vulnerabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ships</td>
<td>• Operational Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tracking Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Ports and Routes</td>
<td>• Port Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inter-Port Layovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Natural Chokepoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>• Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Vetting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo</td>
<td>• Manifests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Type of Cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Shipping Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Port Ships</td>
<td>• Small Vessel Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Port Congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Vessel Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Infrastructure</td>
<td>• Physical Security (landlord ports)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Aging Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Poor Investment in Maintenance and Modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Physical-Cyber Ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Infrastructure</td>
<td>• Automated Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Networks (Hub and Spoke)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>Companies and Organizational Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Digital Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Insular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Growing Number of Stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Governance and Management Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Foreign Operators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>Law Enforcement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Labor Shortages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Unauthorized Access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law Enforcement</th>
<th>• Under-Staffing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Slow Resource Acquisition Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reverse Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Incomplete Information-Sharing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consequences and Suggested Responses to Emerging Risks: The consequences of these threats and vulnerabilities result in five major challenges practitioners face in navigating an increasingly complex threat environment:

1. new domains for exploitation,
2. attribution challenges,
3. big data and information processing,
4. technological innovations, and
5. globalization.

The central challenge to the effectiveness of the laws, regulations, and frameworks implemented in the wake of 9/11 is that the complexity of the current threat environment is outpacing maritime defense and response capabilities. Sophisticated and versatile threats challenge the conventional counterterrorism framework, generating a new set of security challenges. We argue that, unlike the threat environment immediately following 9/11, emerging risks to the MTS are driven by small-scale, high-probability threats. However, interconnected network systems, globalization, and big data create the potential for cascading effects because increasingly interconnected networks of systems make it harder to anticipate exactly how an impact will play out. The nature of the maritime sector—being a “system of systems”—means that an attack in one system has a second-order effect on other, connected systems. This effect can turn a small-scale attack into a major one with little warning.

Based on recommendations and examples introduced in interviews, we identify a series of strategies to improve detection, deterrence, and delivery mechanisms in the MTS. Specifically, our recommendations to leverage these challenges and improve resilience include investments in:

- Machine learning and big data analysis
- Personnel training and operational exercises
- Wargaming and simulation exercises
- Regulations
- Education and lessons learned series
Introduction

How has maritime security changed in the last 20 years, and what risks exist today? Following September 11 (9/11), the sudden, manifest threat of transportation vulnerabilities prompted a paradigm shift within the United States security sector. Within the maritime environment, 9/11 underscored the vulnerability of ports, waterways, and coastal areas to possible terrorist attacks. Al Qaeda was able to meet its primary goal of drawing global attention to its violent jihadist mission overnight. It also provoked concern among U.S. government stakeholders that maritime targets could be similarly attractive to violent non-state actors who aim to gain international publicity by killing civilians, disrupting global commerce, and subverting symbols of the nation’s power or interests.

The United States is dependent upon the maritime domain for both trade and security functions. The network of land and sea-based infrastructure that forms the Marine Transportation System (MTS) carries and handles around 80% of all global trade by volume. The United States’ MTS is comprised of 25,000 miles of navigable channels, 250 locks, and 3,500 marine terminals. The movement of cargo through the MTS contributes $5.4 trillion in annual commerce—26% of the US GDP—and 31 million jobs.

---

In addition to supporting the nation’s economic security, the maritime domain is also a crucial element of military mobilization, enabling sealift capabilities and providing logistical support for the deployment of American military forces and materials. Unanticipated disruptions to military deployments could compromise the reliability of the United States’ force presence and support to partners. In sum, the MTS is an integral aspect of the United States’ global power.

The Homeland Security Act of 2002 organized the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and its umbrella agencies to mitigate the threat of non-state actors from carrying out terrorist attacks on U.S. soil. As part of this reorganization, the United States Coast Guard (USCG) became responsible for developing effective counterterrorism strategies for the United States’ maritime domain. Additionally, Congress and the Department of Homeland Security adopted regulations to respond to international terrorism, including the Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 (MTSA) and the Security and Accountability for Every Port Act of 2006 (SAFE Port Act 2006). While these measures substantially improved counterterrorism security in 2002, these institutions are now challenged by today’s complex and expansive threat environment.

In order to improve maritime domain awareness, this report traces changes in port security since 2001. Based on a combination of interviews and open-source information, this report identifies several emerging risks to the MTS and port security. We systematically evaluate how these emerging risks to port security may materialize and how Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE) practitioners may leverage big data, machine learning, and training exercises to mitigate these challenges.

### Methodology

To understand the scale and scope of emerging risks in port security, we undertook a two-pronged research approach. First, we conducted a series of interviews with 37 individuals from academia, think tanks, law enforcement, as well as former and active-duty Coast Guard personnel. Interviewees were asked a systematic set of questions surrounding:

- the current state of port security,
- new risks that have arisen since 9/11 and the 2002 MTSA,
- the different types of security challenges these risks pose,
- and how these challenges may be addressed.

Questions were open-ended in order to solicit the broadest set of answers possible. Despite the professional background diversity of experts interviewed, we found surprising similarities in responses. The most commonly cited risks involved cyber, emerging technology, domestic extremists, port infrastructure, and unmanned aerial systems (Figure 1).

---

4 “Maritime Commerce Strategic Outlook.” United States Coast Guard. October 2018. [https://media.defense.gov/2018/Oct/05/2002049100/-1/-1/1/USCG%20MARITIME%20COMMERCE%20STRATEGIC%20OUTLOOK-RELEASABLE.PDF](https://media.defense.gov/2018/Oct/05/2002049100/-1/-1/1/USCG%20MARITIME%20COMMERCE%20STRATEGIC%20OUTLOOK-RELEASABLE.PDF)
Based on the different types of risks enumerated in these interviews, we asked follow-up questions about how and why these risks posed a challenge. We differentiated between two types of risk: threats and vulnerabilities. Threats encompass the new actors, methods, and capabilities that heighten the likelihood of a Transportation Security Incident (TSI). Vulnerabilities encompass the actors, locations, and tools which are susceptible to infiltration, disruption, and interference. This classification scheme helped us discern not only what threats have arisen, but what sectors of the MTS are most vulnerable to specific threats.

Table 1. Categorization of Emerging Threats and Vulnerabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threats</th>
<th>Vulnerabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyber</td>
<td>Port Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Technologies and Weapons</td>
<td>Automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent Extremism</td>
<td>Port Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmanned Aerial Systems</td>
<td>Opportunities for Smuggling/Trafficking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human Factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following these interviews, we investigated each of these threats and vulnerabilities in-depth. We used various open-source resources from academic research, think tanks, Government Accountability Office reports, and USCG publications to ground interviewee claims and understand the severity of these risks.

Finally, we organized our findings to create an impact analysis framework. This framework aims to understand what new challenges exist and what policy solutions can mitigate these challenges moving forward. The following sections outline the threats, vulnerabilities, and risk assessments associated with these emerging challenges. We conclude with a series of recommended resilience-building and mitigation strategies that could ameliorate these challenges.
Port Security Since 9/11

Although the September 11 attacks catalyzed massive changes in port security and throughout MTS security, the attacks were not the only TSI at the turn of the 21st Century. We briefly review notable maritime incidents and then explain what measures HSE practitioners took to reduce the risk of these incidents reoccurring.

_USS Cole (2000)_
On October 12, 2000, the Cole was refueling at the port of Aden, Yemen, while on the way to enforce sanctions against Iraq. Two Al Qaeda suicide bombers approached the port side of the guided-missile destroyer in a small, motorized dinghy and detonated the bomb they were transporting. The explosion created a 40-by-60-foot hole in the vessel, killed 17 sailors, and injured 37.

_MV Limburg (2002)_
The French oil tanker was carrying crude oil from Iran to Malaysia when it approached the port of Mina al-Dabah, Yemen, to pick up another load of oil on October 6, 2002. While it was still nearing the shore, a dinghy loaded with explosives rammed into the starboard side of the tanker and detonated. The vessel caught on fire, and about 90,000 barrels of crude oil leaked into the Gulf of Aden. The explosion killed one person, injured 12, and caused $45 million worth of damage. Al Qaeda claimed responsibility for the attack, and in February 2014, Ahmed al-Darbi pleaded guilty to five charges related to the 2002 bombing of the Limburg.

_Superferry14 (2004)_
The Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) is a radical Islamist group based in the Philippines, mainly Mindanao. In February 2004, the group bombed the Superferry14 off the coast of Manila, killing 116 passengers and crew members. Abu Sayyaf was motivated to attack the ferry because the company that owned it, WG&A, did not comply with a letter demanding $1 million in protection money in 2003. This incident is the deadliest terrorist attack at sea to date.

Today, ASG uses the maritime domain for tactical support, including smuggling recruits and goods through the Sulu and Celebes seas. To expand its financial resources, ASG exploits the archipelago of the Philippines to conduct illicit maritime activities, including piracy, drug smuggling, kidnapping for ransom, human trafficking, and arms trafficking. ASG has recently carried out land-based attacks using explosive devices and suicide bombings, indicating its potential reemergence in the maritime domain.

Domestic and International Instruments for Maritime Security

_Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 (MTSA 2002)_

---

6 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
13 Ibid, 151.
Immediately following 9/11, the USCG implemented maritime security guidelines that built upon existing knowledge and procedures. However, it soon became clear that a more structured, regulated approach to maritime security was necessary to address the new types of terrorist threats emanating from actors like Al Qaeda. The Coast Guard needed to improve its ability to manage global risks and prevent foreign threats from entering the country. Another motivating factor for the MTSA was to challenge the assumption that all vessels and ports are the same, and therefore measures to protect them should be as well. The MTSA introduced a risk-based methodology to identify security weaknesses and vulnerabilities specific to a facility or vessel. It overall established regulations to reduce the risk and mitigate the exposure of U.S. ports and waterways to terrorist activity.\(^\text{14}\)

Congress passed the MTSA in November 2002, and the regulations required by the MTSA were enacted in July 2004. This landmark piece of legislation was “truly the first effort to develop a systematic methodology for maritime security.”\(^\text{15}\) The goal of the MTSA is to prevent a Transportation Security Incident, defined as any incident that results in significant loss of life, environmental damage, transportation system disruption, and economic disruption to a particular area.\(^\text{16}\)

The first foundational component of the MTSA is the facility and vessel vulnerability assessments. The owners and operators are responsible for conducting on-scene surveys and security assessments for their vessels and facilities which are applicable to the MTSA.\(^\text{17}\) The vessel and facility assessments identify existing security measures, key vessel or facility operations, potential threats and likelihood of occurrence, and security weaknesses and vulnerabilities.\(^\text{18}\)

Another crucial component of the MTSA is the vessel and facility security plans. These security plans include measures to mitigate the vulnerabilities identified during the assessment stage. These measures include passenger, vehicle and baggage screening procedures; security patrols; establishing restricted areas; personnel identification procedures; access control measures; and/or the installation of surveillance equipment.”\(^\text{19}\) The MTSA also requires the plan to include information on the qualifications and/or training necessary for individuals who have security responsibilities.\(^\text{20}\) The Coast Guard performs announced and unannounced inspections annually to determine whether a vessel or facility complies with these MTSA regulations.\(^\text{21}\)

The MTSA also mandates designating a Facility Security Officer (FSO) and Vessel Security Officer (VSO). FSOs are responsible for developing, implementing, revising, and maintaining the facility security plan and


\(^{21}\) Ibid, p. 22.
liaising with the Coast Guard Captain of the Port and Company and Vessel Security Officers. VSOs are responsible for the vessel’s security, including implementing and maintaining the vessel security plan as well as coordinating with FSOs and Company Security Officers.

Area Maritime Security Committees (AMSCs) were also established under the MTSA. There is an AMSC for each of the Coast Guard’s 41 Captain of the Port Zones. AMSCs are comprised of at least seven members, each of whom must each have five or more years of experience in maritime or port security operations. Members can be selected from the federal or state government, local public safety and law enforcement personnel, port stakeholders, the maritime industry, or other partners. The purpose of the AMSCs is to “provide a link for contingency planning, development, review, and development of the Area Maritime Security Plans,” for their area of responsibility.

Another component of the MTSA is the Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC). The TWIC is an identification credential for all personnel entering unescorted areas of MTSA-regulated facilities and vessels. The TWIC is jointly managed by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and the U.S. Coast Guard. TSA is responsible for the enrollment process, while the USCG establishes and enforces access control requirements. TWICs are tamper-resistant, biometrically enabled, and include several overt and covert security features which make them difficult to counterfeit.

Finally, the MTSA mandated the Coast Guard to evaluate the effectiveness of anti-terrorism measures at foreign ports and facilities at least once every three years. This includes evaluating the effectiveness of screening of containerized cargo, security measures to restrict access to only authorized personnel, additional on-board security, licensing, or certification of compliance with security standards, the security management program at the foreign port, and other relevant measures. For ports without effective measures in place, the Coast Guard issues a Port Security Advisory. All vessels arriving to the United States must comply with additional security requirements if it visited ports listed in the Port Security Advisory within the last five ports of call.

Security and Accountability for Every Port Act of 2006 (SAFE Port Act 2006)

As a follow-on to the MTSA, the SAFE Port Act represents another cornerstone of maritime security that focuses on enhancing U.S. port security, preventing threats from reaching the United States, and tracking and

---

23 Ibid, p. 12.
25 Ibid.
27 Ibid, p.16.
protecting containers destined for the United States.\textsuperscript{32} The SAFE Port Act created and codified several programs related to maritime security.

The SAFE Port Act established the Container Security Initiative (CSI). The CSI has stationed U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Officers in foreign locations to inspect containers at foreign ports before placing them on vessels destined for the United States.\textsuperscript{33} The CSI aims to identify high-risk containers using automated targeting tools to prescreen and evaluate containers before they are shipped without delaying the movement of commerce.\textsuperscript{34}

In addition, the SAFE Port Act provided a statutory framework for the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) program. Through this voluntary public-private partnership, the CBP cooperates with stakeholders within the international supply chain such as importers, carriers, consolidators, licensed customs brokers, and manufacturers.\textsuperscript{35} When stakeholders join C-TPAT, they agree to work with CBP to identify security gaps in the supply chain and implement security measures to mitigate risks. More than 11,400 certified partners in the program have secured benefits from participating in C-TPAT.\textsuperscript{36}

\textit{International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code}

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) developed and adopted the ISPS Code in December 2002, which expands upon the principles and regulations on maritime security outlined in the MTSA. It is an amendment to the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Convention on minimum security arrangements for ships, ports, and government agencies. The measures that the 108 signatories to the SOLAS Convention agreed to came into force in July 2004 and are considered a basis for a “comprehensive mandatory security regime for international shipping.”\textsuperscript{37} The ISPS Code includes principles on controlling restricted areas, the secure handling of cargo, security procedures and policies, and security training and exercises. The Coast Guard created the International Port Security (IPS) Program in 2004 to align the domestic regulations of the MTSA with the requirements of the ISPS Code.\textsuperscript{38}

\section*{Current Domestic Capabilities}

Consistent with the MTSA, following 9/11, the DHS called for risk-informed approaches to prioritize its investments and develop plans and allocate resources that balance security and global trade.\textsuperscript{39} The U.S. Coast Guard created the Maritime Security Risk Analysis Model (MSRAM), a security risk analysis tool used to identify, prioritize, and protect Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources.\textsuperscript{40} According to MSRAM, risk = threat

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{32} “H.R. 4954: The SAFE Port Act.” Committee on Homeland Security. https://www.oas.org/cip/docs/areas_tecnicas/4_protectio_portuaria/14_the_safe_port.pdf
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{36} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
The model calculates risk using threat judgments from the Coast Guard Intelligence Coordination Center (ICC) and vulnerability and consequence judgments from port security specialists at the sector level. MSRAM’s risk assessment methodology combines security risks facing different targets with potential attack modes for a target. The model then provides different risk results for each target/attack model combination. This standardized methodology allows for comparing risk levels between targets at the local, regional, and national levels.

The Dynamic Risk Management Model (DRMM) is the risk management tool that uses MSRAM’s risk assessment data and methodology to evaluate timelines, investment needs, and priority risks. In combination, DRMM and MSRAM provide risk-based recommendations to inform security decision-making. For example, the MSRAM will state the minimum number of patrols sector commanders must implement, but then they have the discretion to allocate remaining resources based on their local expertise. These tools calculate the relative risk that infrastructures and resources face in their environments to maximize cost-effective resource allocation. There is also a cyber-specific MSRAM in development called the Cyber Risk Assessment Model (MC-RAM). The original MSRAM focuses on the consequences of an attack to develop a cost-effective mitigation recommendation. In a cyber-attack, however, the number of casualties, for example, may not be an input for the consequences variable of the equation. The MC-RAM, therefore, accounts for cyber-specific inputs to mitigate cyber-related risks effectively. In coordination with the AMSCs and relevant Cybersecurity Subcommittees, a series of workshops have been held with stakeholders at port locations throughout the country to define cyber risks for the MTS.

The Marine Transportation System Recovery Unit (MTSRU) is another mechanism within MTS to assist with a disruption. The MTSRU prepares for and conducts recovery operations, mitigates the effects of port closures, and enhances the recovery of MTS operations. The USCG gathers representatives from governmental agencies and the maritime industry to form the MTSRU. The mechanism may be activated when there are “significant delays or interruptions to the continuity of a normally functioning MTS caused by a major event,” including a TSI or other natural or human-made disasters. Other stakeholders such as the Captain of the Port, the Incident Command Post, the Port Coordination Team, and the Navigation Restoration Team coordinate with the MTSRU in port recovery activities.

---

41 Ibid, p. 11.
42 Ibid, p. 10.
44 Ibid Interview.
A final area of change has been the digitization and automation of the maritime industry. Over 90% of the global merchant fleet uses digital systems. These systems facilitate communication between ships, crews, and ports; connect with digital navigation and radar systems; support cargo loading, management, and control; replace manual systems for onboard command and control systems; and enhance energy efficiency. In the long term, digitization concepts such as big data, the Internet of Things, and cloud computing will provide new ways to analyze and apply data in real time. Sensors and ship-to-shore communications may also manage semi- or fully-autonomous smart ports and autonomous ships. These developments will likely augment shifts in the design, operation, and monitoring of ship and shore components.

**Current Threats Within the Maritime Domain**

The events of September 11 exposed the emergent threat of international terrorism and violent jihadism. Many critical infrastructure sites—including major urban areas, port facilities, oil and natural gas platforms, and chemical and nuclear plants—are present along the coast, making them potential targets to outside actors. At the same time, technological innovation has catalyzed the complexity and expansiveness of the maritime system. Adversaries have exploited this environment's inherent and emergent vulnerabilities to create a concurrently more heterogeneous threat landscape. The DHS defines a threat as a “natural or man-made occurrence, individual, entity, or action that has or indicates the potential to harm life, information, operations, the environment and/or property.” Interviewees across the maritime industry expressed concern for three threats that persist in this environment: (1) the rise of the cyber domain, (2) the development and deployment of advanced technologies, including unmanned vehicles, and (3) the potential for an international or domestic violent extremist attack. This section of the report discusses the key characteristics of these threats and their applicability to the maritime domain.

**The Cyber Domain**

In recent years, the maritime industry has leaned into rapid technological development through automation and digitization. The maritime sector has integrated both informational technologies (IT) and operational technologies (OT) to optimize its functioning, comply with legal requirements, and gain a competitive advantage through a forward-thinking business model. Ships and ports have rapidly adapted to the digital environment, including their devices for navigation, communication, sensors, monitoring, cargo, and controllers.

A recent National Security Memorandum on “Improving Cybersecurity for Critical Infrastructure Control Systems” states that “recent high-profile attacks on critical infrastructure around the world…demonstrate that significant cyber vulnerabilities exist across U.S. critical infrastructure.” Automation and digitization generated a swath of new risks within the maritime domain; cyber is both an independent threat and a threat multiplier. With the maritime space already vulnerable to inclement weather, natural disasters, smuggling, piracy, and other natural or human-made risk, the potential for a cyber-attack to worsen the impact of these risks, or create new ones entirely, is a pressing concern. The interviews most frequently mentioned cyber
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incidents as a top risk. In 2019, cyber incidents were rated second among the top five risks for the maritime and shipping sector.\textsuperscript{52}

\textit{Tactics.} Depending on the attack objective and the target’s unique vulnerabilities, a perpetrator can employ a range of cyber-attack tactics both independently and in combination. Several common cyber-attack vectors include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>Any malicious software designed to harm or exploit any programmable device, service, or network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ransomware</td>
<td>A type of malware that encrypts victims’ information and demands payment (usually in Bitcoin) in return for the decryption key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phishing</td>
<td>A method of social engineering used to trick people into providing personal or confidential information. Phishing attacks commonly occur via email attachments or links.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man-in-the-Middle</td>
<td>When a hacker inserts themselves between a device and a server to intercept communications that can then be read and/or altered. Common MITM attacks include IP spoofing, DNS spoofing, HTTPS spoofing, SSL hijacking, email hijacking, Wi-Fi eavesdropping, and stealing browser cookies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of service (DoS) or distributed denial of service (DDoS)</td>
<td>An attack that attempts to disrupt normal web traffic and take targeted websites offline by flooding systems, servers, or networks with service requests, causing them to crash. A DDoS attack is launched from several host machines that are infected by malicious software controlled by the attacker.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Targets.} There are also several potential targets of cyber-attacks within the maritime sector. On land, cargo handling and storage systems and access control systems are vulnerable to attacks. For example, for two years, Dutch-based drug traffickers hired hackers to infiltrate the port of Antwerp’s cargo handling system to identify the location of containers from South America where they had hidden cocaine and heroin.\textsuperscript{53} Command and control systems, vessel traffic services, and power control systems—including the propulsion and machinery management systems—are all potential targets onboard a vessel. More common, however, are attacks on a ship’s numerous navigation systems. For example, the Center for Advanced Defense Studies reported 9,883 instances of Russian Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) spoofing that affected 1,311 commercial vessels between February 2016 and November 2018.\textsuperscript{54} Finally, an attack can target the communication systems, limiting the possibility of a coordinated response on land and at sea, particularly when real-time information cannot be acquired. For example, when the NotPetya virus attacked Maersk, their computer and telephone systems were wiped and inoperable (See Box 1).

Box 1. Maersk Global Cyber-attack

In June 2017, A.P. Møller-Maersk (Maersk) was a victim of a cyber-attack caused by the NotPetya malware. As the world’s biggest carrier of seaborne freight, in 2017, Maersk was responsible for 76 ports and nearly 800 vessels which transported around 20 percent of the world’s global trade by containers. Maersk chairman Jim Hagemann Snabe stated that a Maersk ship carrying 10,000-20,000 containers docks into a port every 15 minutes. Given the scale of Maersk’s business operations, the attack on its IT systems affected all eight of its business units, including container shipping, port and tugboat operations, oil and gas production, drilling services, and oil tankers.

The initial infection vector was through a backdoor planted by Russia-based Sandworm hackers in a Ukrainian-based business that used an accounting software called M.E. Doc. By hijacking the company’s servers, hackers could release NotPetya to the thousands of other computers globally that had M.E. Doc installed. NotPetya malware leveraged a penetration tool (zero-day exploit) code-named EternalBlue. EternalBlue is a weakness in Microsoft’s Windows operating system that allows hackers to remotely run their own programs on an unpatched computer and on other computers within the same network. NotPetya was able to reach patched computers since its creators included a password-stealing tool known as Mimikatz. After gaining initial access to a computer, Mimikatz can pull passwords from a computer’s RAM and use them to access other computers with the same credentials. The combination of EternalBlue and Mimikatz allowed NotPetya to spread on its own to rapidly infect connected devices across Ukraine and the globe. Once activated within Maersk’s systems, the virus spread within seven minutes.

Unlike its predecessor, Petya, NotPetya was not ransomware; payment would not recover lost data. While the cyber-attack target was Ukraine, the collateral damage was global, including the crippling of Maersk’s complex global shipping system.

Maersk was forced to shut down all systems across its operations to contain the cyber-attack. Although the computers of individual ships weren’t infected, the software on 17 of Maersk’s 76 port terminals was disrupted by the attack. In particular, the software which would usually receive the Electronic Data Interchange files from ships—telling terminal operators the contents of their cargo holds—had been entirely wiped.

Adam Banks, the former Chief Technology and Information Officer, added that around 3,500 of Maersk’s 6,200 servers were destroyed and could not be reinstalled. The attack also undermined a coordinated response because contacts had been wiped from already inoperable
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In sum, NotPetya cost Maersk between $250 million and $300 million. However, Maersk was able to reinstall 4,000 servers and 45,000 PCs, and 2,500 applications within ten days. The company has since made cybersecurity a priority and aims to make its cybersecurity capabilities a “competitive advantage.”

Perpetrators. Another new aspect of the cyber threat is the actor or group of actors who aim to exploit cyberspace to achieve their goals. Table 3 summarizes the main actors who are likely to perpetrate cyber-attacks. State actors typically are the most advanced threats, with sophisticated capabilities and resources to carry out multiple, coordinated attacks. However, non-state threat actors have the potential to advance their level of sophistication. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a sharp increase in hackers conducting “hands-on” hacking campaigns, which were normally reserved for more skillful nation-state-backed hacking groups.

### Table 3. Perpetrators of Cyber-Attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Motive</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State or State-Sponsored</td>
<td>Sophisticated or Significant: Attacks damage or compromise the national security of another nation-state</td>
<td>Soften a target before pursuing conventional military activity; Demonstrate cyber capabilities, hybrid warfare; Undermine economic and cyber power of another nation-state</td>
<td>Russian GPS spoofing in the Black Sea. The attack falsified the location of two NATO warships to be nearby a Russian naval base. If not falsified, this would have been viewed as an act of provocation had the ship truly violated Russian’s sovereign waters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnational Criminal Organizations and Pirates</td>
<td>Moderate: Use open-source information or hire cyber-attackers to obtain or modify specific information relevant to group goals</td>
<td>Financial interests, including drug trafficking and piracy operations</td>
<td>Port of Antwerp drug trafficking operations using cargo manifests. Somali pirates targeting vessels traveling through the Gulf of Aden and the Arabian Sea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hacktivists and Non-state actors (NSAs)</td>
<td>Unsophisticated or Limited: Attacks disrupt or usurp an organization, but groups have the potential to become more sophisticated.</td>
<td>Ideological motivation to bring awareness to their cause through public attacks; Laying the groundwork for future ransomware attacks.</td>
<td>Hacker affiliated with hacktivist group Anonymous targeted Japanese websites to protest against dolphin hunting. Individual also claimed to hack into the websites of supermarkets and restaurants in Iceland for supplying whale meat. Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) maritime attacks in the Sulu and Celebes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Advanced Technologies and Weapons

As automation proliferates throughout the military, so has the development of autonomous weapon systems which select and engage targets with varying degrees of human control. There are three general types of control humans can exercise over an autonomous system, as summarized in Table 4 below.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autonomous Weapons Systems</th>
<th>Degree of Human Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi-autonomous</td>
<td>“Human in the loop”- Human selects target and machine waits for approval from human operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised autonomous</td>
<td>“Human on the loop”- Machine selects targets, but human operator can intervene and terminate engagements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully autonomous</td>
<td>“Human out of the loop”- An activated machine can select and engage targets without intervention by human operator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perpetrators. In recent years, a non-standard set of actors—terrorist groups, transnational criminal organizations, and other non-state actors (NSAs)—have acquired autonomous weapons systems. Interviewees were particularly concerned with these groups acquiring Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (LAWS). While the international community has begun discussing the legal, ethical, and moral questions of LAWS, discussions about limiting autonomous weapons have mainly been limited to state use. NSAs, however, seek these advanced weapons to “level the playing field” against more powerful state forces; LAWS could multiply the impact of an attack during asymmetric warfare. Additionally, the use of LAWS offers a “significant reputational and symbolic benefit” to NSAs, as the ability to acquire and deploy such a weapon “confer[s] a status limited to only a handful of powerful nations.” Finally, NSA-operated autonomous weapons would increase the defensive challenges for traditional militaries because their small size and low altitude make them difficult to detect without a more dynamic defense model. Unlike state actors who are subject to international law and domestic regulations, the threat of NSAs acquiring advanced weaponry is concerning since they do not adhere to conventional frameworks of predictability and reliability.

Interviewees expressed concern over two types of autonomous weapons systems: unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), known colloquially as drones, and unmanned surface vehicles (USVs), both of which could be modified to become LAWS.

Several violent NSAs have acquired military-grade UASs from state actors. Iran has exported UASs to groups throughout the Middle East, including Hezbollah, Hamas, and Houthi rebels. Though Iran does not directly deploy UASs, it benefits from the increased proliferation and utility of these weapons. These weapons advance Iranian interests by being a force multiplier, an extension of its deterrence capabilities, a method to test weapons and tactics, and a strategy to attack with plausible deniability. In addition to operating its own UASs across
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most weight categories, Iran delivers UASs and other advanced weapons through direct transfers, upgrades to existing weapons, the transfer of production capabilities and knowledge, and third-party provision.\textsuperscript{77}

When NSAs lack a state sponsor to provide UAS technology and expertise, they tend to acquire and modify commercial UASs to meet their objectives. Hobbyist and commercial UASs are generally affordable; accessible, since regulations are relatively limited; and user-friendly, requiring only some technical or infrastructural knowledge.\textsuperscript{78} Still, usually more experienced violent NSAs have the operational maturity to conduct a UAS attack and the strategic capability to manage the consequences of such an attack. For example, between 2016 and 2017, the Islamic State (ISIS) effectively launched 60 to 100 UAS attacks per month by merging “sophisticated commercial off-the-shelf technology with low-tech components and other technological add-ons”\textsuperscript{79} (See Box 2). Finally, NSAs may scavenge and reverse-engineer downed military-operated UASs. As evidence, in 2016, IS gathered 18 military-grade UASs, with an Iranian UAS reportedly being used against U.S. forces in 2017.\textsuperscript{80}

Non-state actors have also acquired and employed USVs. Remote-controlled vessels, or drone boats, have been used to carry out terrorist attacks, facilitate migrant smuggling, and traffic illicit goods at sea.\textsuperscript{81} USVs in shipping lanes pose a significant threat to “the freedom of navigation and commercial shipping interests.”\textsuperscript{82} For example, in September 2017, an explosive-laden drone boat hit the Saudi Arabian frigate, and in March 2020, four remote-controlled boats were intercepted in an attempted attack on an oil tanker 90 miles southeast of a Yemeni port.\textsuperscript{83} In South America, transnational criminal organizations have used low-profile vessels, or self-propelled semi-submersible vessels, to smuggle illicit cargo to Mexico and the United States. Given the success criminal organizations have had in incorporating emerging technology into their operations, they are likely to acquire or invest in “autonomous underwater vehicles to transport narcotics.”\textsuperscript{84} As one expert on high-tech crime remarked, nascent efforts to construct and deploy remote-controlled vessels illustrate that if autonomous USVs for drug trafficking “don’t already exist, they will soon.”\textsuperscript{85}
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\textsuperscript{84} Danielle Muoio. “Here’s all the high-tech gear cartels use to sneak drugs into the US.” \textit{Business Insider}. July 20, 2016. https://www.businessinsider.com/cartels-use-tech-to-sneak-drugs-into-the-us-2016-7
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Box 2. The Islamic State’s “Unmanned Aircraft of the Mujahideen” Unit

Between the fall of 2016 and spring of 2017, the Islamic State was at its height of effectively using modified commercial UASs for offensive and defensive purposes. The UAS unit was led by two Bangladeshi brothers who moved funds, UASs, and other dual-use components on behalf of the Islamic State. The group acquired relatively low-cost commercial quadcopter UASs and fixed-wing UAS platforms. These UASs were modified with low-tech add-on components to, for example, drop explosive munitions from above. The Islamic State leveraged its standardized and industrialized weapons manufacturing system and robust supply chain, which consisted of global and layered acquisition channels, to bring its UAS program to scale.

The Islamic States used UASs for various activities, including surveillance and reconnaissance, media productions, command and control for vehicle-borne suicide bombers, and as an attack vector. At its peak in 2017, the Islamic States launched 60 to more than 100 UAS bombing attacks per month across Syria and northern Iraq. Additionally, the Islamic State “treat[ed] UASs as an integral instrument within [its] propaganda machine.” Filming and sharing attacks through media channels “highlights the group's claim to effective control of territory and airspace, furthering its claim to ‘seeing like a state,’ flying like a state, and acting like a sovereign state.” Combining mass media with accessible technology supported the group’s strategic objective of claiming sovereign statehood.

U.S. forces were largely able to deploy counter-UAS capabilities using expertise from the U.S. Army’s Asymmetric Warfare Group. Still, this case study demonstrates how a violent NSA “overcame technical and cost asymmetries and developed a novel weapons system…that challenged the states’ ability to respond.” Other groups could be inspired to develop their own UAS weapons, tactics, and targets and incorporate them into their hybrid warfare capabilities.

Motives and Tactics. As discussed briefly above, emerging technologies, particularly UASs and USVs, fulfill several objectives. Operational uses include surveillance and reconnaissance, improving command and control, and target acquisition. Actors can also manipulate these emerging technologies to become lethal and perpetrate autonomous attacks. One interviewee distinguished between unmanned vehicles being used for conveyance—such as an offshore vessel carrying WMDs or other lethal goods to a port—and for conducting kinetic attacks. Current military applications of UASs include precision shelling, unmanned airstrikes, and targeted
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assassination and killing. These legitimate uses have also been adopted by malicious actors, for example, in the form of UAS-aided shelling, UAS-guided and led attacks, and loitering munition. Financial objectives include the trafficking of goods or people or, in the case of UASs, creating rogue Access Points (free Wi-Fi networks) to steal user’s sensitive information, such as credit card credentials. These emerging technologies are also useful for achieving strategic objectives, including propaganda and deterrence, as demonstrated by the Islamic State and Iran and its regional proxies.

UASs and USVs can reach various targets because they are difficult to detect and can be programmed remotely. These automated technologies could be used for an attack against sea-based infrastructures, passenger ships, fuel tankers, undersea cables and infrastructure, oil and natural gas platforms, and military vessels or infrastructure. For example, an armed Iranian “suicide drone” was recently used to attack an Israeli-linked tanker near the coast of Oman, killing two crew members. Large land-based infrastructure like bridges or dams could withstand a blast from detonating a single UAS’s payload. However, UASs or USVs with a larger payload or a coordinated “swarm” attack involving several unmanned vehicles could be more impactful, though conducting a large-scale attack also increases the risk of detection. UAS and drone boats can also target land-based civilian locations, including bridges, ferry or cruise ship terminals, waterfront homes, public areas, and congested cargo unloading stations.

In sum, interviewees viewed automated technologies as a potential threat because of under-developed response and defense capabilities. However, one interviewee expressed that the domestic threat of armed UASs may be deterred by stricter licensing and regulations. This logic supposes that regulations could raise the barriers to deploying UASs in and around ports, although highly-resolved actors may still choose to circumvent these laws. Though these unmanned vehicles may currently be low-impact, as technology advances, these threats will constitute a formidable risk in terms of accessibility, modification, and lowered barriers to reaching ashore.

International and Domestic Violent Non-State Actors (NSAs)

While violent non-state actors tend to target land sites, notable attacks on maritime targets have exposed the vulnerabilities of the MTS. Although the range of actors behind these attacks may differ, they tend to target similar sites using similar weapons and tactics.

**Targets.** Early incidents of maritime terrorism include the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship *Achille Lauro* by the Palestine Liberation Front (1985), the Al Qaeda attacks on the *USS Cole* (2000) and the French oil tanker *Limburg* (2002), and the explosion on the Filipino *SuperFerry14* (2004), by ASG.

**International Violent Extremists.** These attacks demonstrate the enduring threat of international violent non-state actors to the MTS due to their global presence and steadfast resolve to undermine the U.S. and U.S.-affiliated targets. Interviewees repeatedly cited the 2008 Mumbai Terrorist attacks to underscore the permeability of maritime borders, and the range of activities violent non-state actors can undertake in such an environment (see Box 3). Leading up to the deadly attacks, Lashkar-e-Tayyiba reconnoitered by sea, trained on Pakistan’s inland waterways, departed from the Karachi port, hijacked a fishing vessel, traveled 50 nautical miles, and reached the shores of Mumbai virtually undetected. Hindsight from these maritime incidents
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illustrates how violent NSAs can exploit the weak and over-stretched security capabilities and infrastructure within the maritime space to pursue political violence.

**Box 3. 2008 Mumbai Terrorist Attacks**

On November 26, 2008, ten individuals associated with the Pakistan-based extremist group Lashkar-e-Tayyiba (LeT) used a sea route to travel from Karachi, Pakistan, to Mumbai, India. The terrorists hijacked a fishing trawler, killed four crew members, and then docked at the Mumbai waterfront near the Gateway of India monument. They split into three groups and used machine guns and grenades to attack and siege two five-star hotels, the city’s largest train station, a Jewish center, a movie theater, and a hospital. From November 26-29, 164 people were killed, plus nine of the attackers. The lone survivor, Mohammed Ajmal Kasab, was executed in November 2012.

The sheer size and scale of the maritime environment make identifying potential attack locations challenging. An attack may target U.S. ports, of which there are 361, or those of its 200 foreign trading partners. However, research on maritime attacks from 2010-2017 illustrates that most were concentrated in specific regions of the world: 63 in Sub-Saharan Africa, 27 in Southeast Asia, 21 in Southern Asia, and 15 in the Middle East and North Africa. Additionally, there are well-known shipping chokepoints where a maritime terror attack would be particularly impactful. For example, Safety4Sea identifies the Panama Canal, the Suez Canal, the Strait of Malacca, the Strait of Hormuz, and the Bab el-Mandeb Strait as waterways with structural and geopolitical risks which violent NSAs could capitalize upon.

**Domestic Violent Extremists.** In addition to international violent NSAs, there is a growing concern for incidents perpetrated by U.S.-based actors, specifically active shooters and domestic violent extremists (DVEs). Recent analysis shows that the current rise in domestic terrorism incidents has been driven by white-supremacist, anti-Muslim, and anti-government extremists. These concerns are echoed by the Intelligence Community and the National Strategy for Countering Domestic Terrorism, which states that “racially or ethnically motivated violent extremists and militia violent extremists present the most lethal DVE threats.” In particular, the DHS has highlighted the threat of DVEs targeting government facilities and personnel.
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*Mercy* in March 2020 illustrated how maritime infrastructure and personnel are also considered eligible government targets for new types of domestic extremists (see Box 4). This incident, which was motivated by pandemic-related disinformation, also exemplifies how non-state actors have created and amplified misleading content during the pandemic to manipulate people, incite mistrust in governments, and expand their malignancy activities.  

**Box 4. Train Targeting USNS *Mercy***

On March 31, 2020, Eduardo Moreno, a train engineer, intentionally ran a train off the tracks in the direction of the USNS *Mercy* hospital ship, which was anchored at the Port of Los Angeles. The train crashed through a series of barriers and fences before halting more than 250 yards from the *Mercy*. Port operations were not seriously affected. Moreno later stated that he was suspicious about the presence of the Navy hospital ship and believed it had an alternate purpose related to COVID-19 or a government takeover. The *Mercy* was there to treat non-coronavirus patients, allowing local hospitals to treat coronavirus patients. On April 2, 2020, Moreno was charged with one count of train wrecking.

**Insider Threats.** A related concern among interviewees is insider threats, since targeting a port requires knowledge and technical expertise that the general population does not have. An insider threat is defined as the potential for an insider to use their authorized access or understanding of an organization to harm that organization through malicious, complacent, or unintentional acts. An attack could manifest in the form of workplace violence—as demonstrated by the active shooter incidents at Fort Hood and Navy Yard—a cyber-attack, espionage, sabotage, corruption, or theft. Within the maritime sector, there is a potential for a disgruntled employee to “exploit privileged port access to circumvent security safeguards and mount an ‘insider’ attack.” For example, former Navy Reservist Aaron Alexis used his valid credentials as a military contractor to get into the Naval Sea Systems Command headquarters, where he fatally shot 12 people and injured three others. Data reaffirms the risks of potential insider threats to maritime infrastructure, including among those affiliated with the military and law enforcement.

**Targets and Tactics.** The incidents described above indicate a pattern in the targets, types, and weapons of maritime terrorism. Primary targets include passenger ships, such as the *Superferry14*; oil and gas platforms;...
fuel tankers, as the Houthis have demonstrated; other potential targets include military vessels or bases, port industrial plants, and ship channels. In the 2010-2017 period, the most common types of maritime attacks were kidnapping (26 attacks), bombing or explosion (26), hijacking a vehicle (11), and armed assault (10). In this period, only three attacks targeted maritime infrastructure or facilities, illustrating that an attack on this type of target is unlikely to occur physically. In this same period, the most common weapons used were firearms (43) and explosive devices (28). Mines and maritime improvised explosive devices (MIEDs) are “quintessential asymmetric weapons” as they “are cheap, can be easily acquired and deployed; are problematic to counter; are capable of economic disruption; and inflict fear and uncertainty.” Other innovations for maritime attack weapons include small boats, including suicide boats and drone boats, diving units with training on deep-sea diving and explosive devices, and fully autonomous vehicle-borne improvised explosive devices.

Since violent NSAs usually aim to gain widespread publicity for their attacks, they are more likely to target highly populated areas or are crucial for the flow of commerce throughout the country. In the United States, hubs of maritime economic activity include the Port of Los Angeles, the Port of Long Beach, the Port of New York and New Jersey, and the Port of Savannah. Given that there is limited precedent for maritime terrorist attacks in U.S. waters and no global shipping chokepoints in North America, external NSA attacks are more likely to target highly-visible domestic locations, or strategic foreign ports and vessels en route to or from the United States.

An important aspect of understanding sea-based violence is that not all potential perpetrators of land-based terrorism are also potential perpetrators of maritime terrorism. There is “inherent operational difficulty” in conducting sea and littoral attacks “especially compared to land attacks which may alternatively satisfy terrorist objectives.” In addition to the existing security measures taken to harden targets and ensure resiliency, there are tactical challenges and uncertainties that actors would need to overcome to successfully mount a maritime attack. These factors include reconnaissance and surveillance at sea; navigation training; knowledge of tides, currents, winds, visibility, and weather; testing weapons and attack techniques; and ship maintenance and handling. Given this higher barrier to entry, violent NSAs are more likely to develop these sea-based
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capabilities when maritime access offers strategic utility to the group and when there are not adequate measures
to counter these capabilities.  

Current Vulnerabilities Within the Maritime Domain

Although the threat environment is becoming more complex, these risks may not necessarily translate into an overt attack. Several legislative measures have improved port security, reduced opportunities for smuggling, and hardened potential maritime targets. However, interviews reveal that changes in the number of actors, systems technologies, and port operations create new maritime vulnerabilities. These generate new opportunities for threats to materialize, jeopardizing the safety and security of ports.

We define vulnerabilities as the collection of physical, cultural, and technological factors that impede maritime domain awareness. These factors can contribute to “sea blindness” or the blind spots which enable adversarial threats to organize, operate, and stage attacks relatively undetected.  

Based on interviews with key stakeholders, we identify different vulnerabilities associated with vessels, ports, and humans (Table 5). Globalization, information and communication technologies, port operations, and port infrastructure may amplify the risks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>Key Vulnerabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ships</td>
<td>Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Operational Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tracking Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Ports and Routes</td>
<td>• Port Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inter-Port Layovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Natural Chokepoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>• Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Vetting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo</td>
<td>• Manifests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Type of Cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Shipping Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Port Ships</td>
<td>• Small Vessel Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Port Congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Vessel Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Infrastructure</td>
<td>• Physical Security (landlord ports)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Aging Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Poor Investment in Maintenance and Modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Physical-Cyber Ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Infrastructure</td>
<td>• Automated Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Networks (Hub and Spoke)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We first examine vulnerabilities related to maritime shipping starting at foreign ports and travel routes. Since 2001, maritime shipping has grown. In order to handle increased traffic, vessels have grown larger, increasing the demand for crew members. Vessel systems have also become more automated to mitigate the risk of accidents due to human error. While these innovations increased the efficiency of maritime shipping, they also create a new swath of vulnerabilities.

**Operational and Information Technology Systems.** Vessel systems present their own set of vulnerabilities, especially to cyberthreats and human error. Interviews suggested that these automated vessel systems are highly vulnerable to interference and degradation. These vulnerabilities expose vessels to cyber-attacks in several different ways.

OT generally refers to the systems that control engineering, anchoring, and mooring onboard a vessel. There are at least two OT systems vulnerable to cyber interference:

- **Mooring and Anchoring:** Vessels increasingly incorporate automated mooring to improve the efficiency of docking procedures. A NSA could manipulate the mooring or anchoring systems to direct a vessel to delay operations or run aground.\(^{124}\)

- **Deck and Cargo Machinery:** Machinery systems are frequently automated in order to move cargo around a vessel using power winches, cranes, and, in the future, UASs. One concern expressed is that non-state actors could manipulate these systems to smuggle, steal, or move cargo around.\(^{125}\) For example, a non-state actor could move cargo outside the purview of a security camera in order to manipulate its contents without detection.

There are also aspects of vessel IT systems that are increasingly vulnerable to cyber threats:

- **Communication Technology:** Industrial radio frequencies for vessel-to-vessel communication are open-source information. However, this standardized protocol means non-state actors can exploit this knowledge to interfere in ship communications. For example, hackers may use low-tech VHF radio systems to impersonate the port authority or block communications between a ship and vessel traffic
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services.\textsuperscript{126} They may direct traffic towards areas where non-state actors can more easily attack a vessel and intercept its cargo. There is also a possibility that non-state actors could exploit communications technology with shore-based control centers to infiltrate port systems and spread malware.\textsuperscript{127}

- **Sensors:** Vessels rely on numerous sensors to obtain information about speed, weather, cargo weight, leaks, and other physical systems. A basic concern is that these sensors could go offline, increasing the risk of a physical incident under poor conditions. Another concern is that an increasingly large number of sensors could lead to “signal congestion” whereby malicious actors exploit a shared operational system to cause these sensors to go down.\textsuperscript{128}

- **Specialized Navigation Systems (ECDIS, AIS, GPS):** These systems are susceptible to jamming and interference by foreign actors. Compromised navigation systems can steer vessels towards hostile waters or cause them to run aground. In 2017, “hackers reportedly took control of the navigation system of a container ship en route from Cyprus to Djibouti for 10 hours.”\textsuperscript{129} In other cases, these sensors can falsely give vessels the impression of being in the wrong area, raising the risk of an interstate dispute.\textsuperscript{130} For example, North Korea allegedly jammed the navigation systems of South Korean fishing vessels between 2010-2016. North Korea then claimed it had the right to use force out of self-defense in order to fend off these nautical intrusions.\textsuperscript{131} More recently, the grounding of the oil tanker Wakashio in 2020 may have been due to the manipulation of the digital nautical display chart ECDIS system by unknown actors.\textsuperscript{132}

- **Security and Monitoring:** Closed Circuit Television Camera (CCTV) and other onboard security monitoring systems are vulnerable to interference by crew members who might have unchecked access.\textsuperscript{133} The concern is that unvetted crew (see more below) could manipulate these systems to reduce visibility in key areas.

**Tracking Technology.** In addition to OT and IT systems, tracking systems are also increasingly vulnerable to cyberthreats, piracy, and physical attacks. AIS systems can increase a ship’s vulnerability to a range of attacks by NSA because they provide an over-abundance of real-time targeting information. Public and easily accessible information makes reconnaissance easier for attack planning.

For example, the public website MarineTraffic uses AIS information to publicly track large vessels around the world.\textsuperscript{134} This information allows companies to view when and where shipments are expected to arrive. However, it also gives NSAs valuable details on where to intercept and interdict vessels. For example, Somali pirates have allegedly used public information from websites like these to intercept vessels en route.\textsuperscript{135} Open-source tracking systems can increase vulnerability to more lethal attacks as well. For example, international
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Box 5. Google Earth and Terrorist Attacks

In 2005, Google released its “Google Earth” tool, which provided high-resolution satellite imagery of sites around the world for public usage. Soon after, jihadist forums began discussing the possibility of using Google Earth in lieu of conventional physical reconnaissance. In July 2006, the Islamic Army of Iraq used Google Earth for tactical reconnaissance of US military sites around Rasheed Airport in Iraq. Authorities discovered the tool when a jihadist posted an online video to a website. One of the screenshots from the 19-minute video featured a browser tab of Google Earth.

Beyond container shipping, open-source tracking information poses a particular risk for ferries and cruise ships. Ferries, cruise ships, and other passenger vessels often travel along predefined routes according to established locations and departure and arrival times. These schedules are “both fixed and highly transparent, availing terrorists with a reasonably accurate cartographic picture that can be used to gauge the point at which vessels are most susceptible to attack and interception.”

Foreign Ports and Routes

Due to increased shipping traffic, vessels now make more inter-transport stops and rely more heavily on chokepoint routes. Foreign port stops and routing decisions increase opportunities for NSAs to disrupt or interfere with container shipping cargo.

Verification Regimes at Foreign Ports. Numerous safe protections have been undertaken to bolster port security under the authority of the MTSA, SAFE Port Acts, and Coast Guard Office of International and Domestic Port Security. However, gaps in port security remain. One limitation cited in interviews is the voluntary nature of the C-TPAT program. Since participation in C-TPAT is voluntary, there is a concern that there remain stakeholders
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in at-risk ports who do not conform to these standards. Weak verification regimes can facilitate smuggling, trafficking, and poor information-sharing between foreign and domestic port operators. This can raise the risk of illicit goods entering the United States. However, interviews suggested this risk has greatly diminished over the last 20 years. While present, it is not as pressing as some other vulnerabilities cited in this report.

In addition to inconsistent verification regimes, there are also concerns about relative corruption and transparency at foreign ports. Corruption at foreign ports may make it easier to manipulate cargo contents. For example, the U.S. Agency for International Development canceled its support for the Port of Odessa in Ukraine due to corruption and the port organizations’ resistance to requested reforms.141 There are similar concerns that corrupt customs officers in foreign ports may permit organized smuggling to occur in exchange for bribes. Corruption can also result in the mismanagement of funds. If funds to bolster port security are siphoned to particular stakeholders, then ports may remain vulnerable to attacks despite ostensible investments.

**Inter-Port Layovers.** In order to improve shipping efficiency, vessels now make more frequent stops between their port of origin and port of arrival. This allows shipping companies to maximize cargo loadings on short-haul trips and reduce transportation costs. However, more frequent stops also increase the number of opportunities for tampering with cargo. For example, Flynn (2006) outlines a scenario where a container could leave a C-TPAT certified port, but stop in a non-certified port as a layover. There, a violent NSA could remove the seal, add a weapon into the container, and replace the seal with a forgery. Because CBP typically evaluates container shipping risk based on port of origin and port of arrival, the container would be deemed low risk upon its arrival in the United States.142 These practices increase the likelihood of human trafficking or illicit cargo entering the country.

**Natural Chokepoints.** The increase in container shipping traffic means vessels today rely more heavily on a number of designated shipping routes. These shipping routes often traverse natural chokepoints, a narrow international waterway where interdiction is possible by state or non-state actors.143 Maritime traffic frequents through eight well-known chokepoints: Panama Canal, Strait of Gibraltar, Dover Strait, Turkish Straits, Suez Canal, Strait of Bab al-Mandab, Strait of Hormuz, and Strait of Malacca. As vessel traffic increases, there is a growing dependency on these different chokepoints. “A smaller but nonetheless significant share [of agricultural exports] – 10 percent – now depends on transit through one or more of the maritime chokepoints as the only viable shipping route, up from 6 percent in 2000.”144 Approximately 30% of all maritime crude oil goes through the Strait of Hormuz.145 There are two types of vulnerabilities associated with these shipping routes.
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First, there is a concern that traffic is over-dependent on access to and safe passage through these chokepoints. If these chokepoints become inaccessible, delays in transportation would have severe economic costs. They would not only cost shipping companies in re-routing and delayed shipping times, but it could disrupt global supply chains.

Some chokepoints are associated with few alternative shipping routes should something happen. For example, the Turkish Straits is perceived as an increasingly vulnerable part of the MTS due to increased grain exports moving from the Black Sea region.\textsuperscript{146} There is a fear that interstate tensions could cause Turkey to nationalize the ports to restrict access, or that the terrorist Islamic State could try to stage attacks on the Straits.\textsuperscript{147} Given the increasingly interconnected MTS, these delays could have cascading effects that harm the global economy.

Second, there is a concern that ships traveling through these chokepoints are at increased risk of a targeted attack. Some chokepoints are more vulnerable to attacks than others due to their geopolitical significance, proximity to weak states, lack of alternative routes, and inadequate international cooperation on building resilience. If a chokepoint closed, state or non-state actors could target vessels to intimidate and coerce adversaries. For example, during the Tanker War, Iran and Iraq routinely targeted oil tankers carrying supplies through the Strait of Hormuz.\footnote{149}{Mary-Ann Russon. “The cost of the Suez Canal blockage.” BBC. 2021. https://www.bbc.com/news/business-56559073} Vessels traveling through chokepoints are also vulnerable to infiltration or targeted violence due to their exposed nature. More recently, the Houthis in Yemen have exploited the Bab el-Mandab strait to attack Saudi oil tankers, forcing the suspension of travel.\footnote{150}{Rania el Gamal. “Saudi Arabia halts oil exports in Red Sea lane after Houthi attacks.” Reuters. 2018. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-yemen-security/saudi-arabia-halts-oil-exports-in-red-sea-lane-after-houthi-attacks-idUSKBN1KF0XN} NSAs could also leverage their knowledge about alternative routes to target and intercept diverted traffic.

People

A final set of vulnerabilities associated with ships concern the potential for human interference and error. These are most likely to manifest due to poor crew training and crew vetting.

Crew Training. Crew error due to poor training standards can increase a vessel’s vulnerability to both physical and cyber threats. In a survey conducted by the University of Plymouth Maritime Cyber Threats research group, “74% of participants ranked crew-training standards as the top problem” in maritime security. An added concern is a lack of awareness, training, and expertise on basic cybersecurity requirements and cyber threat management, particularly as it relates to maritime operations and infrastructure. This “human factor” creates opportunities for cyber threats to permeate the network of a ship and infect critical infrastructure. For example, as crew members bring an increasingly large number of personal devices onboard, namely smartphones and USB drives, there is a concern that they could spread malware by connecting their devices into the vessel mainframe. In other cases, a crew member may unintentionally expose the vessel to a cyber-attack. A crew member could infect a ship’s computer systems with malware by inserting a compromised USB drive into vessel computing systems. When this happened in 2017, a second crew member inadvertently magnified the scale of the threat by allowing the malware to infect the navigation systems when he went to update the computer.

The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbates this risk. Vessels are understaffed due to crew shortages caused by the pandemic. Travel restrictions and virus controls make it harder to replace crew, increasing the risk of a fatigued or exhausted crew onboard. Exhaustion can make crew members susceptible to simple mistakes—such as opening a suspicious email—or more dangerous ones—such as a lack of situational awareness—which can result in a TSI. Some interviews also expressed concern about the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic on crew and port operator health. Existing research already identifies a growing set of physical and mental health challenges which may make crew vulnerable to blackmail, “sextortion,” phishing attempts, or deliberately perpetrating an attack.

Crew Vetting. A second factor that can magnify the risk of human error onboard ships is poor crew vetting. The majority of vessels that disembark in the United States have foreign crews. Since foreign crews are hired overseas, there is a possibility of poor vetting. Approximately one-quarter of crew members come from the Philippines and move 90% of global trade. Crew members also come from China, Vietnam, India, and Myanmar. These countries differ in their training and recruiting processes which result in varying security risks. In some cases, crew may intentionally attempt to smuggle goods. In 2020, US Customs and Border Patrol reported a crew member who was found to be loading bulk cocaine onto speedboats from a vessel. The cruise
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line industry also sometimes reports incidents of rape, sexual assault, and suspicious deaths linked to crew members onboard.\textsuperscript{161}

### Cargo

As vessels transport larger amounts of containers, there are increased opportunities for smuggling and trafficking. These can occur due to the manipulation of cargo manifests, the transportation of dangerous goods, and the inability to process these increased volumes effectively.

**Manifests.** First, there is concern about preserving the legitimacy of cargo manifests. Since cargo manifests are digitized, malicious actors can hack into systems and change information about the contents of cargo manifests to facilitate smuggling.\textsuperscript{162} This can allow the shipment of illicit goods with little detection.

**Dangerous Goods.** Another cargo problem is the shipment of dangerous goods. This cargo can increase the risk of a fire, explosion, or other incidents onboard a ship. For example, a fire erupted on the Maersk Honam in 2019 due to the improper handling of high-risk cargo.\textsuperscript{163} An investigation determined that the improper labeling, handling, and storage of these goods on cargo ships contributed to the fire.\textsuperscript{164} A survey by the National Cargo Bureau found that 4% of 31,000 containers (1,240) contained unsecured, dangerous cargo such as batteries, chemicals, or other flammable goods.

**Cargo Volumes and Security Checks.** A major emerging challenge for the MTS is the effective management of increased container shipping. Container volumes are exceeding security processing capabilities, creating potential blind spots.\textsuperscript{165} "The number of containers handled by port terminals in 1993 doubled by 1998 and quintupled by 2008."\textsuperscript{166} There is a concern that NSAs may exploit increased traffic flows to smuggle in small portions of illicit cargo piecemeal. This can make smuggling less detectable and harder to stop.\textsuperscript{167}

On passenger vessels, there is also concern that current physical security checks may be insufficient to reduce the threat of a violent attack. In the United States, for example, passengers and vehicles are not required to be screened or searched before boarding a ferry.\textsuperscript{168} After leaving the terminal, passengers are free to move throughout public areas on the vessel, including passenger and cargo areas.\textsuperscript{169} Compared to cruise ships or airlines, ferries are expected to accommodate high volumes of traffic while operating within tight schedules, limiting the ability to carry out thorough checks of cargo, cars, and passengers.


\textsuperscript{169} Ibid.
Domestic Ports

Domestic ports are vulnerable to attacks along several different vectors. Undetectable vessel traffic, port congestion, aging infrastructure, and the adoption of automated port systems arose in conversations as some of the most likely reasons an attack could materialize.

Ships

Small Vessel Traffic. Several interviewees cited small vessel traffic within and around ports as an increasingly pressing concern. A small vessel refers to any watercraft less than 300 tons, typically including fishing boats, tug boats, and recreational vehicles. A lack of regulation and monitoring makes the maritime space vulnerable to undetected maneuvering and illicit trafficking by small vessels.

Due to their size and anonymity, small vessels can move around undetected, increasing the risk of a physical attack or smuggling. Some ports use long-range tracking systems and shore-based radar systems to detect small vessel traffic, but these are not widely deployed. While the USCG tries to regulate traffic into main shipping channels, “small vessels can and often do violate these rules to traverse or even congregate in main shipping channels.”\textsuperscript{170} Another blind spot identified in interviews is the difficulty of monitoring small vessel traffic. While large vessels have Automatic Identification System (AIS) requirements to facilitate tracking, small vessels do not. This allows small vessels to move around ports undetected and enter unauthorized areas.

The attack against the \textit{USS Cole} is probably the most prominent small vessel attack to date. However, small vessels can also enable smuggling. Between 2012 and 2018, the rate of small vessels used in drug trafficking increased by 300%.\textsuperscript{171} There are further reports of small vessels being used to facilitate hijacking, piracy, and terrorist attacks on water.\textsuperscript{172} The most serious risk associated with small vessel traffic is that it could be used to smuggle in nuclear materials.

To manage these risks, DHS published a Small Vessel Security Strategy in 2008, but interviewees noted that it had not been implemented to the full extent possible.\textsuperscript{173} Following the 2002 MTSA, the federal government implemented new requirements for vessel operators to report to CBP when they return from foreign ports. However, there is a low level of compliance with this requirement due to a lack of advertising of this requirement and a lack of personnel to conduct these inspections.\textsuperscript{174}

Port Congestion. While growing levels of container shipping already raised the risk of port congestion, but the COVID-19 pandemic’s effect on supply chains has exacerbated this risk. Port congestion when vessels are unable to load or unload upon arrival. Instead, vessels typically sit in anchorages or drift boxes until there is space in port to move. For example, a record of 46 vessels were waiting to enter the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach due to an increase in for imported goods concurrent with COVID-related labor shortages and operational restrictions.\textsuperscript{175} Port congestion creates several losses, including shipping delays, higher inventory
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costs, and higher demurrage costs. Forcing vessels to sit in steerage makes them vulnerable to a physical attack by allowing NSAs to gather intelligence and learn more about these vessels. Congestion also raises the risk of accidents.\textsuperscript{176} Finally, congestion can put pressure on dockworkers and other terminal operators to expedite unloading and loading procedures. This can make it easier to smuggle illegal cargo.\textsuperscript{177}

**Container Shipping Size.** A final vulnerability within ports stems from the increased size of container ships. Vessels have grown larger over the last twenty years to handle increased container shipping traffic. The widening of the Panama Canal and dredging of ports around the United States have increased capacity for large neo-Panamax vessels that can transport at least 10,000 TEU. A concern is that larger ships will exacerbate port congestion issues, magnifying the risk of a TSI.\textsuperscript{178} Larger ships are also more challenging for harbor pilots to navigate, increasing the likelihood of an accidental collision or physical damage.\textsuperscript{179} For example, in 2019, two bulk carriers collided in Vancouver’s Inner Harbor. The Transportation Safety report attributed the incident to a lack of situational awareness and poor communication.\textsuperscript{180}

**Physical Infrastructure**

A second set of factors that make domestic ports vulnerable to cyber threats, advanced weapon systems, and violent extremism concern the state of port infrastructure. Interviewees expressed fears that inconsistent physical security protections and aging infrastructure increased susceptibility to attacks.

**Inconsistent Physical Security Protections.** There are two types of ports: operational and landlord ports. Operational ports are publicly owned and operated, such as the Ports of Savannah, Charleston, and Boston. The port authority oversees both the construction and operations of a given port. In contrast, landlord ports lease out wharves to terminal operators, which then privately handle cargo operations and transportation. These ports include the Ports of Los Angeles, Oakland, and Miami.\textsuperscript{181}

Over the last 40 years, there has been a growth in landlord ports. This can amplify the unique security risks associated with landlord ports. Since terminal operators control individual access to their areas of operations, there are multiple ways for an intruder to enter the port. “The port is wide open, lacking a single gate that everyone enters and exits.”\textsuperscript{182} If port access is diffused across multiple points of entry, it can be easier for a single actor to slip into any one gate.\textsuperscript{183} These physical security issues may explain, in part, there has been an increase in reports of security breaches and suspicious activity since 2003.\textsuperscript{184}

**Unauthorized Port Access.** Another physical security risk is unauthorized access to the port. Workers require a Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC) to gain access to a port.\textsuperscript{185} However, a 2016 audit
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\textsuperscript{185} See Section 1 in this report for an overview of the TWIC program.
follow that the TSA’s Office of Intelligence and Analysis has “not provided sufficient oversight and guidance over the TWIC Program,” leading to ineffective fraud detection techniques, a lack of guidance, gaps in quality controls, and insufficient planning for recurrent vetting.\(^\text{186}\) Similarly, an audit by the Justice Department found that there are “deficiencies” in the FBI sharing intelligence to the TSA regarding watchlisted individuals when they apply for or renew a TWIC: between October 2006 and January 2017, there were 214 incidents of FBI-watch-list individuals who either held or applied for a TWIC, including some with a No Fly status.\(^\text{187}\) These results all reduce the quality of TSA’s background check and TWIC application processes, creating a risk that unauthorized personnel could access secure areas of maritime facilities.

**Aging Infrastructure.** Despite a number of modernization efforts undertaken at ports and inland waterways over the last few years, there are concerns these efforts may be insufficient to reduce the risk of an attack. Aging infrastructure problems increase port vulnerability in at least two ways.

First, aging infrastructure is susceptible to more frequent outages and maintenance. Over the last 20 years, lock outages have increased due to a growing number of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance issues.\(^\text{188}\) Between 2015-2019, 63% of lock closures were caused by unplanned maintenance.\(^\text{189}\) Much of this problem is because many locks, dams, and inland waterways were built decades ago. When these systems need repair, it can create massive delays in shipping, increase the costs of shipping, and also force existing vessels to slow down or stop their travels.\(^\text{190}\) In 2019, lock damage at the Bonneville Dam on the Columbia River closed for three weeks, stalling fourteen commercial vessels.\(^\text{191}\) This can increase the visibility of vessels en route and make them targets for interdiction.

Second, aging infrastructure exacerbates congestion problems. Many ports and waterways were not originally designed to handle the levels of shipping traffic seen today. Some efforts—like dredging a port to make it deeper—have helped ports accommodate larger vessels.\(^\text{192}\) However, these efforts cannot handle congestion. Prior to the pandemic, experts predicted that the Upper Mississippi River and Illinois Waterway system would reach 90% of its annual throughput capacity by 2020.\(^\text{193}\)

**Poor Investment in Maintenance and Modernization.** To address aging infrastructure concerns, policymakers recommend increased investment in maintenance and modernization efforts. However, a significant gap exists between what practitioners agree is necessary and what is currently available. Currently, maritime infrastructure receives funding from the Inland Waterway Trust Fund (IWTF) and the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund (HMTF). The HMTF is a relatively reliable source of revenue because it imposes a small maintenance tax on
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imported cargo.\textsuperscript{194} As imports increase, so does the Harbor Maintenance Fund. However, the IWTF tends to carry a “zero balance” because it is tied to the $0.29 federal gas tax.\textsuperscript{195} The IWTF fund struggles to finance all necessary maintenance and replacement operations because these costs have not kept pace with inflation, and the number of general fund projects is increasing.\textsuperscript{196} The American Society of Civil Engineers predicts that this will result in a funding gap of $24.8 billion between 2020-2029.\textsuperscript{197} This investment gap means these infrastructure vulnerabilities will, at best, persist for some time and, at worst, grow increasingly dire.

\textit{Physical-Cyber Ties.} As ports become increasingly interconnected, they rely more on a physical-cyber interchange. This means that physical infrastructure is reliant on digital systems to coordinate and keep systems operational. A key vulnerability within this physical-cyber interchange is the ability for cyber-attacks to physically disable port operations. For example, a denial-of-service attack could bring down port power systems and interrupt backup systems from going into effect.\textsuperscript{198} Researchers at the University of Plymouth Maritime Cyber Threats Research Group replicated and extended a scenario based on the 2015 cyber-attack on the Ukraine power grid (see Box 7). The Ukraine attack lasted approximately six hours, but control centers were still not fully operational two months after the attack.\textsuperscript{199} A concern is that hackers could time the power grid outage to turn off cranes and delay port turnaround times. Another concern is that hackers could use a slightly more sophisticated form of malware to cause physical damage to parts of a power grid such as a transformer. They could manipulate the Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) back-up systems to turn off redundancy systems. If successful, a down power transformer could shut down a port from several days to up to several months.\textsuperscript{200}

\textbf{Box 7. 2015 Ukraine Cyber Power-Grid Attack}

On December 23, 2015, hackers infiltrated the Prykarpattyoblenergo power grid control center in the Ivano-Frankivsk region of Ukraine. Hackers gained access to the information control systems, turned off the power breakers, and disrupted the power supply for six hours. Hackers also reconfigured the power grid’s Uninterruptable Power Supply to prevent backup power from turning on. To accomplish this attack, hackers exploited a vulnerability in Microsoft Word using the BlackEnergy3 trojan. Using a basic phishing email, they attached a malicious Word document which remote workers unsuspectingly opened. The hackers used this malware to collect worker credentials when they logged onto the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system so they could gain access to the main power supply.

\textit{Digital Infrastructure}

\textit{Automated Systems and Smart Ports.} In order to manage higher levels of container traffic, ports increasingly rely on automated systems. These “smart ports” can more efficiently handle container movement and optimize

transportation. They are also seen as a tool to curb smuggling by adopting blockchain systems to provide virtual ledgers and real-time cargo monitoring.201

These smart ports leverage the Internet of Things (IoT), or the network systems at ports that can all access a common server and speak to each other. For example, automated mooring systems can speak with terminal computer systems to ensure a vessel comes into port safely and efficiently.202 A crane can use an optical character recognition (OCR) camera to scan a container and offload it to the correct location in the container yard more rapidly.

Interviewees stressed that automation not only increases a port’s susceptibility to cyber-attacks, but also harms a port’s ability to maintain continuity of operations should systems go offline. A number of automated port systems are vulnerable to interference and degradation, including:

- **Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP):** VoIP facilitates telecommunications. In ports, a VoIP system typically governs how a trucker checks into a terminal and gains access. The main concern is that non-state actors could manipulate a VoIP system to gain unauthorized access into a port location.203
- **Cargo Manifests:** Non-state actors can hack into port systems, and change information about the contents of cargo manifests to facilitate smuggling.204
- **Cargo Locations:** Non-state actors can hack into port systems to recover information about the location and security level of different containers within a port. For example, the Port of Antwerp uncovered a two-year drug trafficking operation in 2013 that used this system.205
- **OCR Readings:** Cranes currently have OCR cameras on board to identify containers. Port operations aim to optimize crane rates to scan containers on a ship as quickly as possible. However, if a port network is degraded, this could affect the crane’s processing rate. It could delay container transportation and increase port congestion.
- **Security Cameras:** There is a similar risk to security systems in ports as onboard vessels. In addition to the risk of physical blind spots—locations that cameras cannot observe—there is a possibility that non-state actors may hack into security cameras in order to pivot cameras away from nefarious activities.
- **Vessel Traffic Systems (VTS):** Vessels increasingly rely on shore-based control systems to guide ships safely as they approach a port. However, malicious actors could manipulate VTS systems to direct ships into dangerous situations or misdirect them to other locations where interception is easier.206

**Network Security.** The adoption of new and increasingly interconnected digital systems makes ports more vulnerable to large-scale attacks. Port partners used to have more isolated systems known as point-to-point systems. When one system went down, the effects were relatively isolated. However, port networks now operate as part of a large hub-and-spoke model. In this model, actors all access a shared central network. An attack against any part of the network has the opportunity to contaminate the whole network and bring it down. In other words, the network model carries a risk of substantial cascading effects. Attacks on any part of the network can disable larger sections of a port than a traditional point-to-point model.
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For example, AT&T installed Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) in some ports as a routing technique in telecommunications networks. The MPLS directs data from one node to the next based on short path labels rather than long network addresses. This network decision is advantageous in avoiding complex lookups in a routing table and speeding traffic flows. The main change this had was that networks are now fiber-connected. The advantage is that if one server goes down, the remaining servers stay up, preserving port resiliency. The disadvantage is that the ties make everyone susceptible to the same cyber-attacks. If one node is disabled, then all the others can become infected and be impacted.

Similarly, the IoT has created a multitude of entry points for cyber threats to compromise network security. The adoption of IoT or other technology for automation has outpaced the systems and processes implemented to protect these devices and their users. Interconnected devices allow a virus or worm to spread through a network of devices and multiply an attack’s impact. For example, Zscaler, an American cloud-based information security company, analyzed over 575 million device transactions and 300,000 IoT-specific malware attacks blocked by the company over two weeks in 2020. These attacks—which increased by 700% compared to pre-pandemic levels—targeted 553 different device types, including printers, digital signage, and smart TVs, which were connected to and communicating with corporate IT networks. 76% of these devices communicated on unencrypted plain text channels, illustrating the risks businesses face when using unprotected and interconnected IoT devices.

Overreliance on Digital Systems. A final concern that stakeholders associated with a port’s digital infrastructure suggested stakeholders rely too heavily on these automated systems and put too much “trust” in systems. Artificial intelligence, machine learning, and predictive analytics can enhance current port operations and make them more efficient. However, there is a fear that these can come at a loss of human discretion and flexibility in responding to incidents. If operators become too reliant on the systems, then they may lose institutional expertise to maintain continuity of operations if systems go offline. This could prolong a port’s closure and aggravate the effects of this disruption. One interviewee noted that the best way to handle this—and other network security concerns—is to build in as many redundant systems as possible.

People

Companies and Organizational Culture

Insular Culture. Some interviews mentioned the insular organizational culture around ports as a potential liability. The concerns here stressed how a closed culture impeded information-sharing, especially around potential vulnerabilities. For example, between 2017-2020, there was a 900% increase in maritime cyber-attacks. However, this is likely an undercount of the true number of incidents. Companies often do not disclose incidents due to fears reporting will hurt their current contracts, stock valuations, or legal liability. Although the Securities and Exchange Commission encourages companies to make “timely” disclosures, there
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is currently no legal mandate to report these incidents. This allows these threats to penetrate and operate in company networks undetected for far too long (See Box 9).

Broader research shows that insular cultures can also make it hard to voice concerns or challenge conventional procedures. Research on operations at the Port of Rotterdam and Port of Hamburg found that internal cultures led to the “commercialization” of policing, wherein preserving commercial activity tended to override security and protective measures. As a direct result, security officers within the port perceived their role as insignificant and felt powerless to effectuate change. If security officers are unable to implement necessary policies, then malicious actors may exploit this to stage an attack.

Insular cultures can also create low morale among workers and internal divisions. Existing research on organizational learning suggests that if these issues are left unaddressed, then inaction could raise the risk of another surprise attack.

**Growing Stakeholders and Divergent Priorities.** A similar organizational culture problem is the number of stakeholders. As port operations increase, the number of stakeholders has also risen. This growth can raise the risk of an attack by creating a collective action problem in risk management. Many emerging threats are highly complicated and multi-dimensional. Organizing an effective and coordinated response depends, in part, on how well different stakeholders can work together to manage the risk.

In the cyber domain specifically, there is no comprehensive cyber strategy that establishes a common framework for industry and government stakeholders. One interviewee expressed that existing cyber defense strategies outlined by the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CIPA) are not adequately linked to the operations of companies in the maritime industry. This lapse in government-industry coordination has led to the common use of outdated and ineffective IT systems, including brittle firewalls and security software. For example, in 2019, malware compromised the functionality of the onboard computer system of a vessel traveling to the Port of New York and New Jersey. Although the ship’s essential control systems were not affected, an inter-agency investigation found that the vessel was operating without effective cybersecurity measures. Without a shared approach to the cyber domain, companies voluntarily adopt cyber hygiene standards “out of sheer survival.”

**Governance and Management Challenges.** Competing resources and priorities can create governance and management challenges at ports. Various state and local public entities govern MTS ports, including port authorities, port navigation districts, and municipal port departments. Meanwhile, different companies may own a ship’s cargo while another manages its operation. At the same time, countries have specific laws and regulations for both ships and ports within their territory.

Inconsistencies in ownership, operational procedures, security protocols, and technological capability make it challenging to integrate cyber risk management throughout the MTS and the global supply chain.
one survey of over 20,000 marine professionals found that “a lack of consistency” between stakeholders “makes it difficult for shipping companies to set up their own internal approach to safety assurance” against cyber-attacks, and that there is “further uncertainty about the effectiveness and appropriateness of voluntary standards and mandatory regulations to tackle the problem.”

Conflicting organizational cultures, regulations, and resources have led aspects of port security to be compartmentalized across the industry.

Operators

Foreign Operators. Over the last 40 years, there has been a growth in landlord ports. As part of this, foreign operators have become stakeholders in an increasing number of U.S. ports. By 2006, foreign companies managed 80% of terminals in the United States. A key concern is whether the growth in foreign terminal operators presents a new vulnerability to port security. Some argue that foreign ownership creates new counterterrorism vulnerabilities for four reasons:

- Foreign operators may gather intelligence about standard operating procedures and security measures, which could then be exploited to stage an attack.
- Foreign operators may not comply with existing verification regimes, which could raise the risk of smuggling or transporting illicit goods.
- Foreign operators may undermine existing IT infrastructure and communication technologies by being on the same network, which creates opportunities for subterfuge and infiltration.
- Foreign operators could use their influence to have companies servicing US national security interests re-prioritize contracts or slow down resupply operations.

Since 2006, Chinese state-owned enterprises like COSCO and China Merchants have expanded their control over foreign ports. This rapid expansion is part of President Xi Jinping’s “Maritime Silk Road” strategy, which aims to complement the Belt and Road Initiative on-land by increasing Chinese influence in foreign ports. By 2017, Chinese operators ran 29 ports in 15 countries and 47 terminals in 13 countries. By 2020, this had expanded to 26 ports in 18 countries. China’s role in these ports is debated. Some argue it is primarily commercial and an attempt to expand Chinese economic influence. Others view cases like the Port of Djibouti, where China Merchants has a majority stake in the main port and thus “handles nearly all the incoming supplies for [peacekeeping and military] bases,” as a source of alarm for the United States and its allies. Foreign influences at domestic ports and at ports in major trading partners seem likely to continue.
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**Box 8. Dubai Ports World**

The Dubai Ports (DP) World controversy in 2006 captured many concerns surrounding foreign influences in domestic ports. That year, the United Arab Emirates DP World acquired a British-owned Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company (P&O). This purchase meant DP World also gained control over container terminals in six US ports: Baltimore, Miami, New Orleans, New York, New Jersey, and Philadelphia. It would also have partial operational control over 16 ports. Although the Committee on Foreign Investment to the United States (CFIUS) approved the acquisition, Congress and public outcry blocked the deal on the belief that the UAE had tenuous ties to Al Qaeda. Increasing UAE’s control over US ports could increase the risk of illicit trafficking or terrorist activity inside the US borders. Eventually, the acquisition failed due to public scrutiny.

**Longshore and Dockworkers**

*Labor Shortages.* Similar to crew shortages onboard vessels, the COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated labor shortages at domestic ports. Interviewees suggested that labor shortages can generate unexpected security risks by, for example, hiring replacements without full vetting under the TWIC Maritime Program Management Office and training by port operators. Hasty hiring can increase the risk of accidental collisions, mishandled cargo, or inadequate situational awareness. There is a separate risk that longshoremen and labor unions could pose a threat to smart ports. As ports become increasingly automated, this could displace port workers from their traditional livelihoods. This could seed grievances that raise the likelihood of an insider threat.

*Poor Vetting.* Even in cases where port operations hire qualified staff, there are concerns of proper vetting. Although the MTSA implemented protocols requiring valid credentials and authorization, these protocols are sometimes subverted or ignored. “Maritime staff and contractors are not always fully vetted, particularly when positions are filled overseas. In the more extreme cases, they may be mentally ill, violent ex-felons, or even terrorists, serving in various posts such as merchant mariners, longshoremen, and tractor-trailer drivers.”

Insider threats may gain access to terminal operating systems, access control measures, or cargo management systems. Authorized access allows insiders to potentially move containers to areas with less camera coverage or manipulate seals to import illicit materials. NSAs, especially transnational criminal organizations, often use low-paid supply chain workers to infiltrate and move cargo around seaports. In a case study of operations around the Port of Rotterdam, Eski and Buijt (2017) show that TCOs use port employees to breach security seals, deliberately reposition containers, and share credentials with unauthorized users to facilitate drug trafficking.

---


The Ports of Rotterdam and Hamburg are crucial transit junctions for people and goods traveling within Europe and to other parts of the world. Security is central to ensuring the flow of commerce and people without disruption. Therefore, it is important to assess the quality, experiences, and expertise of frontline port security facilities and employees in these opaque and highly securitized locations.

An ethnographic study carried out from 2010 and 2016 at the Ports of Rotterdam and Hamburg disclosed several conclusions on the state of port security. The author found that hyper-commerciality and corporate power greatly affected transport policing. Frontline employees expressed that port policing had become managerialized and corporatized. Higher-up managers were viewed as inept due to their lack of on-the-ground policing knowledge and aggressively market-oriented policies. Such distrust and disunity among and between managers and port security staff can create unintended gaps in port security.

Participants also experienced a sense of insignificance and meaninglessness in frontline policing work. The author summarizes that “the mass-scaling, digitalization, and professionalization of the port and port theft have led to feelings of policing an unfamiliar, anonymized other that is obscure and unpredictable, and in their imagination and practice, non-existent.”

Participants felt that hyper-commercialization of maritime trade had led to the commercialization of their work for marketing purposes while sensing that they are not actually effective within the current threat environment.

In a related study, the author revealed some insight into the cases where frontline port security employees become “insider threats.”

Law enforcement operations at ports may be inadequate to detect and deter threats due to understaffing, resource acquisition delays, operational predictability, and poor information sharing. In each case, existing procedures may create barriers to respond to an incoming threat swiftly and effectively. These slow response times can undercut detection, deterrence, and mitigation capabilities.

**Law Enforcement**

Law enforcement operations at ports may first be inadequate to detect and deter threats due to understaffing. Increased traffic is overstretching the operational capacity existing port workers. They cannot assess all incoming containers, which allows drugs to be smuggled in more easily. Although the CBP and USCG try to optimize their resources given constraints, they often find themselves “terribly understaffed,” which makes it hard to adequately address all the issues related to smuggling. The CBP loses approximately 700 staff per year and finds itself short of personnel.

---


Resource Acquisition Delays. A second law enforcement concern related to operational preparedness was slow resource acquisition times. Interviewees suggested that the processes currently used to adopt new technologies into existing operational procedures are overburdened by bureaucracy. While these standards exist to mitigate national security risks to adoption, there is a concern that this framework is obsolete and overly cumbersome when dealing with the risks posed by emerging technologies. Without new technologies, interviewees suggested that it is hard to remain competitive in detecting and deterring non-state actor attack innovations. For example, counter-UAS technology may become ineffective to counter unmanned systems because non-state actors adopt and use newer, more sophisticated technology faster than USCG can adapt. Delayed access to new technologies and methods could impede law enforcement’s ability to detect and disrupt threats.

Reverse Machine Learning. A third vulnerability for law enforcement is the potential for “reverse machine learning.” The risk is that port operations, vessel traffic, and safety protocols are highly routine and standardized. Training exercises, patrols, and other security protocols are rehearsed and executed with a high level of predictability. This allows NSAs to observe and collect data about the timing, location, and type of activity carried out across a port. If desired, NSAs could use this information to predict where USCG is most likely to carry out patrols or when containers are most vulnerable to interception. This reverse ML endeavor could help malicious actors carry out activities without being caught.

Incomplete Information-Sharing. A final, more contested concern was incomplete information-sharing among law enforcement authorities. While some interviewees thought information-sharing had greatly improved since 9/11, others expressed concern that the timely dissemination of information to local stakeholders remains a problem. Given the classified nature of some security threats, local police often have access to an incomplete or delayed assessment of a problem. This raises two vulnerabilities to a security threat. First, incomplete information can impede response times. A known phenomenon in cognitive psychology is the need for cognitive closure. This problem means that when security officers face a large amount of uncertainty or missing information about a potential security threat, there is a tendency to discount the threat as ‘unlikely’ to happen. This phenomenon can inadvertently blind security officers to an emerging threat and delay a necessary response. Second, incomplete information can engender a false schema about the most likely types of threats and risk indicators to look for. This is sometimes known as the idea that “generals tend to fight the last war.” In the absence of information, security officers may defer to their understanding of “conventional terrorist threats,” like the large-scale 9/11 attacks or USS Cole incidents. This concept, known as the availability heuristic, can blind law enforcement to more subtle ways in which NSAs may pose a threat, such as acting through the cyber domain. Further, “the absence of effective information and intelligence-sharing amongst security officials creates perceptions of exclusion and be a factor or barrier to the implementation of security measures at seaports.” This can contribute to low morale and hamper efforts to build resilience.

Emerging Risks in the Maritime Domain

This section explains how these emerging threats and vulnerabilities interact to create several new security challenges for the MTS. These security risks differ from early maritime incidents in both their probability of occurrence as well as the scale of their impact. Addressing these emerging risks will require building on the MTSA and SAFE Port Acts and implementing new resilience-building strategies.

The central challenge to the effectiveness of the laws, regulations, and frameworks implemented in the wake of 9/11 is that the complexity of the current threat environment is outpacing maritime defense and response capabilities. First, the types of threats are changing. Rather than “high-impact” or “mega-terrorism” maritime incidents that some predicted following 9/11, the physical threat of violence in the maritime domain turned out to be more elusive. In particular, violent non-state actors have not only carried out maritime terrorism but have exploited the maritime environment for other operational and financial activities. The various activities that violent non-state actors conduct throughout the maritime environment create a more divergent threat environment than simply maritime terrorism.

Second, as several interviewees noted, the potential of some type of threat to manifest into a physical attack has increased. The complexity of the global MTS is creating new vulnerabilities by deepening the integration and co-dependence of ports and their operations. While a Mumbai-style attack is unlikely to occur, smaller events are more prevalent. The increasing reliance on maritime trade means that there is more traffic and larger vessels at sea, which arrive at ever busier and more automated ports. At the same time, states are likely to reorient their navies to a conventional force structure, investing in submarines rather than small boat patrols, for example, as global geopolitical tensions escalate. These economic and security trajectories create more entry points and areas of vulnerability for opportunistic and violent NSAs who have adapted, learned, and emulated others within this environment. As one interviewee stated, actors can maneuver with flexibility in this complex environment because they are “unencumbered by bureaucracy and resource acquisition.”

Finally, there is now a more diverse range of actors who do not fit neatly with the terrorism-centric nature of existing regulations. For example, perpetrators of cyber-attacks in the maritime domain include transnational criminal organizations, hacktivists, state actors, “script kiddies,” and insider threats, alongside traditional terrorists. Interviewees stressed the “blurry lines” between and within these actors. For example, non-state actors also commonly conduct attacks with the support of nation-states, making attribution and accountability more challenging. Within the criminal sphere, transnational organizations have acquired the skillset to smuggle drugs but are adopting new technology to facilitate other illicit activities like human trafficking. Moreover, homegrown violent extremists are an emerging threat without precedent within the maritime security space. These versatile and increasingly sophisticated foreign and domestic threats challenge conventional counter-terrorism risk management approaches.

Shifting Threat Environment

The changing landscape presents a number of new security challenges for maritime security stakeholders. We identify at least five emerging challenges to the MTS.

1. **New Domains for Exploitation:** The preeminent security challenge is the cross-cutting influence of other domains on the maritime space. The cyber domain presents a major change in how practitioners conventionally think about when and where security risks are most likely to materialize because they are no longer restricted to the physical domain. Instead, cyber risks present new tools, techniques, and opportunities to disrupt and degrade the MTS. Because cyber-attacks incur relatively few costs to implement and their effects are often hard to detect, their risk calculus is dramatically different than
conventional physical threats to the maritime arena. The cyber domain increases the likelihood of attacks with small, physical consequences but a high probability of success.

2. **Big Data and Information Processing:** A second major challenge for stakeholders is big data and information processing. Navigating the modern threat environment effectively requires identifying key warning signs and risk indicators within a dynamic and rapidly changing risk environment. However, increasing vessel traffic and the associated data output, the growing role of small actors below the nation-state threshold, and the rising number of MTS stakeholders lead to an increasingly complicated threat environment. Existing investigation and law enforcement resources cannot compile, organize, and analyze the massive amounts of data and information they receive. The strain on processing data could increase the likelihood of an attack materializing since necessary deterrence measures have not yet been determined.

3. **Attribution Challenges:** A similar major security challenge for stakeholders is ascertaining the perpetrator behind an attack. Since more actors now operate in the maritime domain, the number of potential non-state actors who could conduct an attack has exploded. This can make it increasingly hard and trace suspicious activities to specific actors. Similarly, since cyber and other new domains for exploitation are “grey-zone” activities, there is a growing attribution challenge. State actors may delegate attacks to non-state actors, creating new problems with plausible deniability and source attribution. This has consequences for both domestic and international security because it is more difficult to discern the scale of a threat, the probability it will occur, and the consequences it may have.

4. **Technological Innovation and Adaptation:** New information and communication technologies create both new threats (e.g. cyber, UAS, emerging weapons) and new vulnerabilities. A key challenge in combating these threats and vulnerabilities is maintaining a competitive edge. Adversaries tend to adapt to technological changes rapidly to maintain an edge in the threat environment. Slow resource acquisition times and delayed adoption of technological innovations can make it harder to deter or defend against these more recent threats. It can also make systems continuously vulnerable despite best efforts. A major challenge is that technology often puts stakeholders in a defensive position where they can react to emerging threats but can rarely pre-empt them.

5. **Globalization and Increased Interdependence:** Globalization has created a more economically integrated and interconnected system. This not only links states closer together, but also means ports are increasingly reliant on single nodes—such as a common IT network system, natural chokepoint, or prominent shipping company—to facilitate the shipment of goods. When one of these nodes goes down, it may have cascading effects throughout the MTS. That is, an emerging security challenge is that the consequences of a maritime attack are no longer isolated to a particular port, vessel, or company, but can diffuse. An attack may have second-order or unintended consequences of other aspects of the MTS that can be hard to anticipate and avoid.

**Risk Management and Assessment**

Given these five challenges, we assess that the greatest threats to the MTS in 2021 are fundamentally different than threats to port security in 2001. The combination of an increasingly diverse threat environment along with a more numerous set of vulnerabilities across ships, ports, and people result in a different set of risks. This section analyzes these risks using the MSRAM equation: risk = threat x vulnerability x consequence. We conceptualize different types of risks to the MTS based on their projected probability of occurrence and magnitude of effect (Figure 3). Probability describes the likelihood that an attack will have a non-zero impact or consequence on its intended target. A low probability attack is one that occurs infrequently, such as a 9/11-style physical attack. In contrast, a high probability attack may occur more routinely, such as a phishing attack or unauthorized access into a port. Magnitude describes the size of an attack’s consequences on an intended target.
A low magnitude attack is one that incurs limited or minor damage on an intended target. A high magnitude attack has a broad and far-reaching effect on its intended target.

This risk assessment framework builds on LCDR Brady Downs and Gary Gordon’s MSRAM risk assessment framework. Under this conceptualization, the most serious maritime risks are those with high probability and high magnitude (Risk Group 1). We categorize large-scale cyber-attacks on ports, similar to the cyber-attack on the Ukraine power grid, which have the potential to close a port for several days, as one of the most significant risks. Risk Group 2 encompasses scenarios that may occur with moderately high levels of probability and moderate consequences. For example, this can capture natural disasters such as a hurricane or earthquake, which closes a port for several hours. It can also include active shooter incidents or targeted UAS attacks against a vessel or port. Risk Group 3 encompasses asymmetric risks. These are risks which may have either a high probability of occurrence or a high consequence on an intended target, but rarely result in both. These asymmetric risks include not only large-scale physical attacks like the September 11 attacks or a potential WMD attack, but also small-scale cyber-attacks.

Practitioners have historically tended to prioritize high magnitude over high probability events, such as an attack using WMDs. After September 11, practitioners redirected their attention to risks that could portend another large-scale but low probability incident. While there remains a non-zero likelihood these can occur, extant initiatives have gone far in addressing this threat. Initiatives like the MTSA, SAFE Port Act, C-TPAT, and TWIC authorization program all aimed to minimize the likelihood of WMD smuggling inside the US or a 9/11-style attack in the maritime domain. The DHS took these actions based on the credible fear that if an attack
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succeeded, it could have a broad impact on society. In sum, these security measures have helped constrain the risks of large-scale, but low probability incidents.

Due, in part, to the effectiveness of these programs, and the rapidly changing threat environment, our assessment of the greatest risks today is changing. While large-scale, low probability attacks guided risk management strategies after 2001, we assess the greatest risks today are small-scale, but high probability incidents. New tools, technologies, and non-state actors make it easier than ever to conduct an effective attack against the MTS. We present different scenarios which explain how and why these small-scale, low-probability attacks may occur.

Potential Risk Scenarios

A. Cyber-Attacks: Disruption, Distortion, and Deterioration

The emergence of the cyber domain has dramatically increased the risk of cyber-attacks against the MTS. We assess cyber-attacks to be emblematic of the high probability, but low consequence risks to port security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Variables</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perpetrators</td>
<td>● States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Transnational criminal organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Script kiddies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Hacktivists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Terrorist groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>● Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Collecting information and data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Facilitate attacks and follow-on attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Disrupt or delay operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Collecting ransom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Trafficking goods or people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Selling information and data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Deterrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Activism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targets</td>
<td>● People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Crews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Bridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Cargo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Target Systems

- **Cargo systems**
  - Cargo Manifest
  - Container controls
  - OCR cameras
- **Security systems**
  - Cameras
  - Firewalls
- **Vessel Systems**
  - Communications
  - Navigation
- **Operational systems**
  - Servers
  - Smart grids
  - firmware
  - Vessel Traffic Service
  - Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP)

### Attack Vectors

- Phishing
- Spoofing
- Malware
- Ransomware
- Man-in-the-middle attack
- Denial of service

### Example Incidents

- Maersk NotPetya attack, June 2017
- CMA CGM attack, September 2020
- Colonial Pipeline attack, May 2021

First, we assess the probability of a cyber-attack as higher today than a conventional physical attack because people may overestimate their ability to deter and detect a cyber-attack. IT departments are small and constrained by resources. Cyber hygiene standards are not mandated, so there are inconsistent levels of protection within a company, port, and vessel’s security systems. Finally, companies have incentives not to disclose when they experience a cyber-attack, making it harder to identify the causes, impact, and future mitigation steps of an attack.

Second, the barriers to conducting a small cyber-attack are low. Although most attacks have limited damage, it is increasingly likely that we might see a large-scale cyber-attack due to an increasing amount of zero-day exploits. These are found on the dark web and are essentially ready-to-go malware for cyber-attacks. Stuxnet is probably one of the more famous examples of a zero-day exploit, but it refers to any piece of original, malicious...
code for which there are no immediate patches available. It is very easy for an attacker to go on the dark web (e.g. Soup2Nuts), purchase an exploit, and deploy with relatively little technical expertise. Most likely, we would see this occur in the context of a denial of service attack (or botnet).

Despite the large number of vulnerabilities onboard ship systems, the risk of a cyber-attack against a vessel is likely to be of relatively low consequence. A key mitigating factor to the risks of cyberthreats and automated vessel systems is their containment potential. Unlike port systems which increasingly rely on hub and spoke models, vessel systems are relatively self-contained. As a result, malware or other cyber threats may not spread or have as far-reaching consequences as attacks directed at ports.

A key concern is the potential for a port-directed cyber-attack to grow into a large-scale incident (Risk Group 3 $\rightarrow$ Risk Group 1). This scenario could occur if a delayed response allows the cyber-attack to leverage hub and spoke network systems to grow and infect multiple systems. There is a higher likelihood of cascading effects because the increasingly interconnected network of systems makes it harder to anticipate the impact of an attack precisely. The nature of the maritime sector—being a “system of systems”—means that an attack in one system has a second-order effect on other, connected systems. The linkages between “multiple and diverse systems” within the maritime domain will continue to expand and increase through the Internet of Things and the use of 5G. For example, the NotPetya attack on Maersk had an even larger effect than initially anticipated because the malware could spread across the computer network. The ransomware attack on the Colonial Pipeline did not have much success in delaying the transport of oil, but it had unexpected ramifications on consumer behavior, inducing a wave of panic-buying on news of an attack.

Although there is a non-zero chance of a large-scale coordinated cyber-attack comparable to 9/11 or Mumbai, it would require a greater deal of sophistication and would likely occur in conjunction with a physical attack. For example, if a large container ship is attacked while traveling through a restricted navigation area in a major port, the vessel may lose power, steerage, or propulsion, and cause the vessel to run aground. This cyber-attack could manifest physically, as the vessel may block a strategic maritime gateway and potentially disrupt the global commerce flow for days.

**Box 10. Cybersecurity and Smart Ports**

**Case Study: Port of Rotterdam**

Europe’s largest port is the Port of Rotterdam, a smart port that handled 436.8 million tons of cargo in 2020. Rotterdam has maintained its competitive edge by leveraging automation, digitalization, and other technological advances within its logistics supply chain. The port models “smart logistics,” which refers to the more efficient organization of physical logistics and information logistics in domestic and international transport chains and networks. This approach integrates existing logistics technologies through innovations such as Big Data and the Internet of Things to improve the efficiency of logistics processes in real-time. Smart ports, such as Rotterdam, have adopted the “smart logistics” approach to meet the global demand for goods. However, the technologically advanced and networked systems also increase the exposure to and impact of cyber threats.
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Smart port terminals use industrial control systems that translate sensorial data and commands into mechanical actions. However, the networks that link mechanical and sensorial systems provide abundant entry points for cybercriminals to conduct an attack. Furthermore, it is difficult to identify and fix bugs and weaknesses within an automated system because of the integrated nature of its components. Determining, identifying, addressing a vulnerability must also occur without compromising the transportation of cargo. Finally, without adequate data network monitoring and risk management systems in place, modern ships risk spreading cyber viruses onto port systems.

Additional cyber-related risks include overused and outdated group passwords, personal passwords shared between colleagues, and weak PINs shared on unsecured channels. In one survey, companies indicated that they use network segmentation for all or part of their IT environment, but simulated cyber-attacks demonstrated that separation had not been arranged properly at all locations.

For example, when the NotPetya brought down Maersk, Rotterdam’s fully automated APM Terminal was also compromised. APM handles a third of total traffic at Rotterdam’s Maasvlakte harbor basin. If the other two terminals had been affected by the malware attack, there would have been massive economic losses. While the fully automated terminal was not operational until over a week after the attack, an older terminal was reopened after three days since it is not fully automated, meaning containers can be handled manually, and crane technology operates independently.

The Netherlands’ Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy funded a report to raise cybersecurity awareness and provide tools to improve security against cybercrime. Eight companies across the logistics supply chain participated through questionnaires, interviews, and simulation exercises. Nearly all of the companies reported cybercrime attempts, and one-fifth stated that a cyber incident temporarily shut down their business operations. The companies indicated that they had been targets of cyber-attacks aimed at specific functions, employees, and business units. Participants state that “the human factor” is a particular challenge, as companies view their employees as the most critical source of protection against cyber incidents while also considering them the greatest risk to digital security. While major incidents are an impetus for companies to refocus their efforts on cyber resilience, over time, employees’ awareness of cyber hygiene and security processes wavers, and priorities shift to reactive measures.

Participants also noted that, in most cases, companies do not inform each other if a cyber incident has occurred or is occurring, do not discuss cybersecurity during supply chain meetings, and overall, do not share security policies and sensitive information. Additionally, more than a third of the logistics companies revealed that they do not have a crisis plan that can be activated in the case of a cyber incident. Furthermore, 40% of the crisis plans in place have never been tested, and employees are not aware of them.

B. Extremist Violence: New Actors and New Opportunities

The number of international and homegrown extremist threats is growing. The threat of Al Qaeda has not entirely dissipated. Further, the addition of new domestic extremism threats, including eco-terrorists, hacktivists, and active shooters, raises the likelihood of a domestic attack. Given the broad number of potential threats...
perpetrators, attacks may occur at foreign points, vessels en route, and domestic ports, increasing the potential number of targets law enforcement must protest. For these reasons, we again assess a higher probability of extremist violence even if current counterterrorism response capabilities mitigate the consequences of these attacks.

Table 7. Characteristics of International and Homegrown Extremist Attacks in the Maritime Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Variables</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Perpetrators     | ● Insider threats  
                  ● Active shooters  
                  ● Homegrown violent extremists  
                  ● Foreign terrorist organizations |
| Locations        | ● Concentrated shipping ports and lanes (Panama Canal, Suez Canal, Strait of Malacca)  
                  ● Major US ports (Port of LA, Port of Long Beach, Port of New York and New Jersey, Port of Savannah)  
                  ● Southeast Asia  
                  ● Middle East and North Africa  
                  ● Sub-Saharan Africa |
| Objectives       | ● Operational  o Transporting recruits  o Transporting goods  o Threatened or actual attack on maritime target  
                  ● Financial  o Taking resources (piracy, kidnapping for ransom, oil bunkering)  o Trafficking of goods or people  o Taxation and extortion  
                  ● Strategic  o Intimidation (hijacking, indiscriminate violence)  o Activism  o Recruitment |
| Targets          | ● Passenger cruise ships and ferries  
                  ● Cargo vessels  
                  ● Oil tankers  
                  ● Oil and glass platforms |
| Attack Vectors   | ● Firearms  
                  ● Explosive devices  
                  ● Mines and maritime IEDS  
                  ● Small boats (suicide boats and drone boats)  
                  ● Unmanned, underwater vehicles |
| Example Incidents| ● Eduardo Moreno, USNS *Mercy*, Port of Los Angeles, April 2020  
                  ● Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG), *Superferry14*, Manila, February 2004  
                  ● Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, Mumbai, November 2011 |
Historically, notable mitigating factors of extremist attacks in the maritime domain were (1) the operational difficulties of conducting an attack at sea and (2) the limited visibility of an attack. These conditions were thought to constrain both an extremist group’s motive and capacity to carry out an attack. These mitigating factors have two key implications. First, high operational barriers imply that the risk of violent non-state actors carrying out physical attacks in the maritime domain is related to the potential target’s level of vulnerability to the potential attacker’s tactics and weapons. Rather than preparing for limitless maritime attack scenarios, potential targets should develop defensive capabilities and establish contingency plans that violent NSAs are likely to exploit. One interviewee also emphasized considering maritime geography when developing strategies to intercept violent NSA operations. For example, one potential risk indicator related to maritime geography is informal landing sites along coasts, particularly when the unloading capacity of the formal port is limited. If these vulnerability indicators are addressed, conducting a maritime attack will have limited strategic utility for violent NSAs.

Still, the growing number of opportunities to interfere with vessels both en route as well as at ports can reduce some of the operational barriers to staging attacks. There are increasing blind spots that an actor can exploit—whether it is weakening physical security, poor cyber defenses, or growing container traffic—to achieve their objectives. Similarly, emerging technologies such as UASs, the Internet, and other new information technologies (e.g. cell phones) can make it easier for extremists to advertise their attacks.

Second, if an attack aims to intimidate, advertise, or draw attention to a group’s goal, then conducting it offshore would not illicit the same response as an attack on land. However, this also means that violent NSAs use the maritime domain for other activities beyond being a vector of attack. A Stable Seas report illustrates that sea blindness—the tendency for states to ignore the maritime environment—has allowed violent NSAs to manipulate and exploit it, even when their ability to conduct physical attacks fluctuates. Stable Seas’ Megan Curran describes five specific activities violent NSAs operating in the maritime space engage in. Operationally motivated activities include tactical support—specifically on-land raids by sea and the movement of fighters via sea routes—conducting maritime attacks, including cyber-attacks, against maritime targets. Financially motivated activities include taking, trafficking, and taxing and extorting. The “taking” activities include oil bunkering, kidnapping for ransom, and piracy. Trafficking activities include drug trafficking, migrant smuggling, and money laundering. This Stable Seas framework highlights the range of activities undertaken by violent NSAs within the maritime domain. Therefore, potential targets and stakeholders must identify the specific environmental risk factors that would make them vulnerable to one or several of these illicit maritime activities and develop strategies to mitigate them. Extremists derive utility out of operating in the maritime space independent of the strategic logic of advertising. This means extremists today have alternative incentives to operate in the maritime domain, raising the likelihood of an attack.

---
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Box 11. Risk of Terrorism and Violent Extremism on Passenger Ferries

Case Study: The Washington Ferry System

Washington State has the most extensive ferry system in the United States. It includes 21 auto-passenger vessels, 20 terminals on ten routes, and about 2,000 employees.\(^{253}\)

The functions of the Washington State Ferry System include linking the region’s multimodal connections, moving freight and goods, and tourism. The ferry system also expects a ridership growth of 30% over the next 20 years. However, operating increasingly high-capacity passenger vessels also represents a possible target for terrorism or violent extremist attacks, including hijacking, littoral attacks, and explosive devices.

Ferries within the Washington Ferry System are in service 20+ hours a day. During this time, vessels are expected to transport high volumes of traffic within a specific schedule. Efficiency may be a tradeoff for security, as haphazard or brief security checks make it easier for potential attackers to smuggle firearms or other weapons aboard.

Another vulnerability is that, as a hub of regional travel, the Washington State Ferries schedule information is publicly available online for each route.\(^{254}\) The website also has details about the vessels in its fleet, including the year built, size, speed, passenger amount, and class.\(^{255}\) Having these fixed schedules and transparent vessel information lowers the threshold of knowledge needed to plan and conduct an attack.

Finally, the Washington Ferry System, with 21 vessels, has an aging fleet “with all but 12 vessels over 30 years old.”\(^{256}\) This not only means that vessels may lack advanced operating systems, but that the integrity of their existing structure may be more vulnerable to being compromised. Moreover, when a vessel does break down, there is only one relief boat, and drydock capacity in Puget Sound is limited, making it difficult to adapt to emergency repair situations. Despite maritime passenger vessels accounting for only a sliver of the U.S. commercial transportation industry, they are attractive targets for violent extremists whose objectives include inflicting mass human casualties.

While maritime law enforcement has implemented robust capabilities to detect nuclear explosive devices and radiological disposal devices, less attention has focused on how existing vulnerabilities could enable a more conventional attack, such as a maritime improvised explosive device (MIED) attack or an active shooter incident. This omission is significant given the high probability that a conventional attack could destabilize the MTS. For example, researchers simulated an MIED attack on
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\(^{254}\) See [https://www.wsdot.com/ferries/schedule/](https://www.wsdot.com/ferries/schedule/)

\(^{255}\) See [https://wsdot.wa.gov/ferries/terminals/our-fleet](https://wsdot.wa.gov/ferries/terminals/our-fleet)

the Seattle Passenger Ferry System and the MTS in Puget Sound, Washington. In this scenario, attackers successfully planted and detonated MIEDs on a ferry, causing 200 casualties, and coordinated a second attack on a cargo vessel, rendering it immobile. The exercise analyzed the responses of military, law enforcement, and civilian agencies to the crisis scenario. In the simulation, the response groups evacuated all dead and injured personnel from the ferry in 16 hours. In reality, due to operational capacity limitations, this would have taken much longer. Moreover, the time needed for the appropriate teams to arrive and neutralize the MIEDs would have taken longer in real-time, compared to the wargaming results. This exercise highlighted which challenges need to be addressed to quickly mobilize first responders following an attack and the potential future force structures to streamline port security.

In 2017, a first-ever joint agency exercise simulated an active shooter incident aboard the Washington State Ferry’s new vessel, Chimacum. Participants included Coast Guard Sector Puget Sound, Customs and Border Protection, Washington State Ferry, Washington State Patrol, King County Sheriff’s Office, and Everett Police Department. This exercise provided insight into how passengers would react to an active shooter event and how quickly law enforcement personnel would respond. Though this was a useful exercise, it also revealed that a large number of casualties would result from an armed passenger open firing on a ferry and that law enforcement would likely have a delayed response to such an event. Local law enforcement and security partners need to continue training exercises and share best practices to improve their response time and coordinate in the event of an attack. As one participant stressed after the exercise, “we need to be situationally aware at all times… don’t fall into routine, and don’t become complacent.”


In addition to the threats posed by cyber-attacks and extremist actors, we assess the advent of new and sophisticated technology systems as a growing risk. Advanced technology systems heighten the probability that threats materialize because they provide non-state actors new tools and tactics to execute these attacks. At the same time, these technology systems are not yet advanced enough to result in large-scale physical damage the same way as a conventional explosive or WMD attack.

Emerging advanced technology systems are a risk magnifier in today’s environment because they heighten the probability an attack succeeds. The ability of a NSA to adopt and leverage advanced technologies – coupled with slow response times and adaptation challenges—makes it more difficult for law enforcement to deter and detect threats. Adversaries tend to adapt to technological changes rapidly to maintain an edge in the threat environment. For example, a common cyber hygiene practice to minimize the risk of cyber-attacks is patching and routing updates, which often come out on Tuesday. In the cyber realm, many NSAs leverage “patch Tuesday, hack Wednesday” to describe how they spend the day after the patches come out to break down how they operate. These allow non-state actors to then issue new threats rapidly. Slow resource acquisition times and delayed adoption of technological innovations can make it harder to deter or defend against these more

recent threats. It can also make systems continuously vulnerable despite best efforts. A major challenge is that technology often puts stakeholders in a defensive position where they can react to emerging threats but can rarely pre-empt them.

Table 8. Characteristics of Emerging Technology Attacks in the Maritime Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Variables</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Perpetrators     | ● Revisionist States  
                   ● State-sponsored actors  
                   ● Foreign terrorist organizations  
                   ● Transnational criminal organizations  
                   ● Homegrown violent extremists |
| Locations        | ● Active war zones/insurgencies (e.g. Yemen, ISIS)  
                   ● Gray-Zone Conflict/Frozen Conflict (e.g. Ukraine, Azerbaijan)  
                   ● Shipping routes/natural chokepoints (e.g. Bab-el-Mandeb)  
                   ● Urban areas  
                   ● Major U.S. ports |
| Objectives       | ● Operational  
                   o Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance  
                   o Improve command and control  
                   o Target acquisition  
                   o Threatened or actual attack  
                   ● Financial  
                   o Trafficking of goods and people  
                   ● Strategic  
                   o Recruitment  
                   o Propaganda |
| Targets          | ● Military Targets  
                   o Infrastructure  
                   o Personnel  
                   ● Maritime Vessels and infrastructure  
                   o Passenger cruise ships and ferries  
                   o Cargo vessels  
                   o Fuel tankers  
                   o Undersea telecommunication cables  
                   o Oil and natural gas platforms  
                   o Transportation routes and vehicles  
                   ● Civilian Locations  
                   o Schools  
                   o Hospitals  
                   o Homes  
                   o Commercial planes |
| Attack Vectors   | ● Lethal autonomous weapons systems  
                   ● Unmanned aircraft systems (UASs)  
                   o Commercial UASs  
                   o Military-grade UASs |
One of the major concerns is that new types of threats can interact with each other to amplify the risk of an incident. NSAs may incorporate emerging technologies and cyber tools into existing capabilities to stage attacks. The use of UAS by NSAs like ISIS demonstrates its relative ease of adoption (Box 2). These technologies require little expertise to operate and therefore can be manipulated by small non-state actors to carry out attacks. In conjunction with the growing swath of NSAs intent on carrying out violence against maritime targets, advanced technology systems have the potential to raise the risk of an attack.

---

**Box 12. Potential for Escalatory Attack Vectors**

**Case Study: Port of Houston**

One interviewee from the Port of Houston argued that maritime security forces need to frame threats such as unmanned aerial vehicles, environmental terrorism, cyber-attacks not as threats themselves, but as attack vectors. These vectors increase the risk of TSIs by creating more opportunities and tools to conduct attacks. The interviewee emphasized that identifying attack vectors and their potential role in a TSI is necessary for improving prevention measures. Reviewing the recent disruptions the Port of Houston has experienced is helpful in understanding the range of attack vectors a single maritime target could face in a TSI. Located in the fourth-largest city in the United States, the Port of Houston is the number one US port in foreign waterborne tonnage and number three US port in terms of total foreign cargo value.

In April 2018, a small camera equipped UAS, fell out of the sky, trailing smoke over the Port of Houston’s Turning Basin Terminal. Prior to its crash, the UAS flew around the port for at least 30 minutes, taking over 60 photos of vessels, rail infrastructure, and other structures. Within minutes of the incident, port police and firefighters arrived to intercept the UAS. The Federal Aviation Administration requires hobbyist UAS operators to contact air traffic control and/or airport management if they are operating within a 5-mile radius of any local airport, which includes the Turning Basin Terminal given its proximity to Hobby Airport. While an investigation revealed that a freelance photographer was using the UAS, the incident underscored significant security gaps regarding UASs. Interviewees stressed that ports do not have the capability to shut UASs down; they can only intercept the UAS if it lands and report the incident. This event exposed the potential for a commercial UAS to be used as an attack vector, including surveillance, coordinating an attack, and carrying an explosive payload.

Another disruption that the Port of Houston has experienced is environmental activism. On September 12, 2019, a group of Greenpeace USA climate activists rappelled off a bridge, causing a part of the Houston Ship Channel to shut down for about 18 hours. The activists were protesting the use of fossil fuels ahead of the Democratic primary debate that was taking place that evening in Houston. The Port of Houston, located along the channel, was targeted since it is home to the largest petrochemical players.

---

complex in the United States. In addition to two lanes of traffic on State Highway 146 being closed on
the bridge, the incident also disrupted the flow of vessel traffic moving through the channel. While this
protest did not escalate to eco-terrorism, it highlighted the determination of activists to garner media
attention to bring attention to their cause and the possibility of violent attackers to target junctures of
critical infrastructure. Recently, a report by the Houston Health Department and One Breath
Partnership found that high concentrations of formaldehyde—a cancer-causing chemical—were
detected in Houston neighborhoods near the port’s petrochemical complex.265 Specific port operations,
such as those that raise environmental and health concerns, could become motivating factors for future
disruptions and attacks.

Recently, two container terminals in the Port of Houston were shut down because of a hardware failure.
According to a letter from the port’s executive director, the storage devices that support the
applications to operate the Barbours Cut and Bayport Container Terminals failed.266 Staff responded by
moving the applications and associated data to redundant storage devices, which also failed a few hours
later. The terminals, which handle about two-thirds of all the containerized cargo in the Gulf of
Mexico, could not process incoming vessels and operate truck gates.267 Although this was not a cyber-
attack, the fact that both the initial hardware and their redundant systems failed revealed a critical
vulnerability to the port’s operation. Non-state actors like script kiddies could exploit this type of
vulnerability to breach a maritime computer system and perform internal reconnaissance on the
integrity of hardware systems before determining an appropriate attack vector. These three excerpts on
recent disruptions at the Port of Houston highlight the potential for a wide range of escalatory attacks
on critical infrastructure.

Resilience-Building and Mitigation Strategies

Given the risks in today’s threat environment, we anticipate a higher likelihood of non-state actors trying to
infiltrate, disrupt, and degrade the MTS. To address these risks, practitioners may consider investing in three
strategies:

1. **Deter**: These deterrence strategies aim to reduce the probability that an attack occurs. This may take the
   form of target hardening or cyber-hygiene. The end goal is to improve resilience and limit
   vulnerabilities to an attack.

2. **Detect**: These prevention strategies aim to reduce both the probability and consequences of an attack by
   identifying emerging threats, detecting anomalies, and taking pre-emptive steps to reduce their
   likelihood. The end goal is to disrupt threats before they materialize.

3. **Deliver**: These mitigation strategies aim to reduce the consequences of an attack. The end goal is to
   react to incidents after they occur with a timely and effective coordinated response.

---

265 “Formaldehyde Air Pollution In Houston.” Environmental Integrity Project. July 1, 2021.


Figure 4 illustrates how each of these strategies can reduce the risk of an attack against the MTS. While these strategies can often mitigate or constrain the consequences of an attack, it is impossible to eliminate these risks. NSAs adapt and innovate in response to counterterrorism practices. The effectiveness of post-9/11 measures is part of the reason why non-state actors changed the tactics and tools used to carry out their attacks. Nevertheless, we believe that building on the MTSA and innovating new strategies can effectively confront the present risks in today’s threat environment. Future research should continue to evaluate how the risk environment is changing in order to stay ahead of the curve and counter-adapt to non-state actor innovations.

Based on recommendations and examples from interviews, we focus on five areas where practitioners can mitigate these risks and improve resilience against a potential attack. These areas include:

1. Machine Learning
2. Personnel Training and Operational Exercises
3. Wargaming and Simulation Exercises
4. Regulations
5. Reflections and Lessons Learned

For each area, we describe how these strategies can mitigate risks. We also provide examples and potential applications of how the maritime domain can adopt these recommendations.

**Machine Learning**

Big data and information-processing challenges can make effective counterterrorism and defense operations harder to achieve. However, big data and technological innovations can also be a boon to improve counterterrorism and defense operations. These techniques may leverage Machine Learning (ML) or artificial intelligence to improve detection efforts and improve responses. ML is a form of artificial intelligence increasingly used in computer science and social science to solve complex prediction problems. It involves a set of computer algorithms that learn patterns in existing or historical data and extrapolate predictions based on this
information. ML is already applied in other sectors of defense operations to assess international security threats. Integrating ML algorithms into existing USCG, CBP, and DHS risk assessments can allow for analysis of more fine-grained data on domestic and transnational terrorist threats.

There are three advantages to incorporating ML into risk assessment frameworks moving forward:

- ML provides a generalizable framework to assess different terrorist threats. Its main performance metric is centered around predicting out-of-sample cases. We can input data about emerging threats and extrapolate how serious a threat it is. This means it can be useful to interpret a wildly changing or unpredictable environment.
- ML quickly detects patterns in large amounts of information to assess what warning signs are most important.
- ML identifies the most relevant risk indicators from across a wide array of information. It does not make any assumptions about what information is important to understand a particular outcome. This means we can input many potential risk indicators into ML models without worrying about overlooking key indicators.

Overall, ML has the potential to improve detection and response capabilities. Because it can sort through large amounts of information quickly, it can better assess where vulnerabilities may arise, what types of threats are likely to materialize, and how practitioners can better prioritize resources across a large set of targets to best mitigate the risks. This means it can address emerging challenges related to information processing, attribution challenges, and technological innovation. Potential machine learning applications include:

1. **Deter**: Vulnerability Mitigation
2. **Detect**: Anomaly Detection, Threat Assessment
3. **Deliver**: Target Attribution, Resilience-Building

**Vulnerability Mitigation.** ML for vulnerability planning could help law enforcement identify areas most at risk for violent attacks, piracy, unauthorized port entry, or other types of interference. As the threat landscape becomes more complex, machine learning can help identify which areas are most vulnerable and help practitioners optimize resource allocation to secure these areas. This research would use geospatial information about routes, port layouts, or navigable rivers and waterways. It could then use historical data about pirate attacks, terrorist attacks, lock failures, or unauthorized port entries to determine where these incidents are most likely to occur.268

**Example:** A team at the University of Southern California Center for Artificial Intelligence maps critical infrastructure for the City of Los Angeles in order to determine where earthquake-resilient pipes are most needed.269 Malone and Strouboulis (2021) use information on the location of USCG-affiliated ports and waterways to identify which areas are most at risk for an active shooter incident.270 Using historical information on active shooter incidents, they build a basic classification model that predicts with 91% accuracy where an active shooter incident is most likely to occur inside the United States.

---

268 Similar efforts could use “Spyglass” to anticipate illegal fishing activity. This open-source resource provides information on vessel crimes. This could be paired with geospatial information to anticipate where illegal activities is most likely to take place and then take steps to intercept or deter such events. (See: https://spyglass.fish/)


Anomaly Detection. Anomaly detection is another ML application which can improve detection capabilities. Anomaly detection is a type of unsupervised machine learning approach. This method traditionally describes patterns in large amounts of data by classifying similar observations into distinct “clusters” or “classes.” Anomaly detection could bolster counter-terrorism, counter-drug, and counter-trafficking efforts. Interviewees noted, for example, that small vessel traffic within ports can be concerning because it is unclear whether the traffic is nominal or not. Machine learning can learn patterns associated with nominal traffic. It could then read real-time information to ascertain and classify whether vessel traffic is consistent with this activity. If it falls outside the bounds, then traffic may be prioritized for inspection.

Similar processes could be used to examine AIS traffic to determine whether vessels are taking longer than expected to arrive at a port or are taking unusual routes. Investigators could use open-source data from MarineTraffic to build a real-time ML model to detect anomalous shipping traffic. Efforts like these are already under development through the CCRi port-based anomaly initiative, which scores the risk level of incoming traffic based on their routes.

Example: A key concern from interviews is data manipulation of cargo manifests. Machine learning can assist in identifying “anomalous” cargo by looking for inconsistencies between cargo manifests and physical information about a given container.

As a proof-of-concept exercise, we collected a random sample of container manifests shipped between December 2020-February 2021 from ImportYeti. This open-source website provides bill of lading information from U.S. Customs Sea Shipment Records. This information is free and available for download. We apply an unsupervised machine learning density-based clustering algorithm to a random sample of 28,434 containers. This algorithm looks for anomalous containers based on four inputs: container weight, TEU, quantity, and Harmonized System (HS) Code. The algorithm sorts and classifies different containers based on similarities in these inputs. For example, containers carrying concrete have a particular HS code and also tend to
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272 See https://www.importyeti.com/
have higher container weights than containers carrying cotton or wool. The analysis flagged 46 containers (0.16%) as anomalous. This means these containers had weights and HS codes inconsistent with other containers holding these products. A closer examination showed that these anomalous containers were most likely to have product descriptions of corrugated cardboard, fireworks, glass jars, and clear bottles. More sophisticated algorithms, along with improved information, could help CBP and USCG better prioritize which containers to inspect upon arrival.

**Threat Assessment.** Machine learning can also be used for threat assessment and conflict forecasting to estimate the risk of a terrorist, cyber, or other threats to the MTS. Threat assessment is a type of supervised learning model. It aims to predict whether information about a given perpetrator signifies a high risk of violence given information about other potentially dangerous actors. Conflict forecasting is another type of supervised learning model; it aims to extrapolate how individual terrorist groups may behave in the future.

A benefit to supervised learning models is that they can often perform feature selection. This provides information about which risk indicators are most important in predicting a given outcome. This information can help analysts sift through large amounts of information to more quickly distinguish the “signal from the noise.”

**Example:** The CIA-funded Political Instability Task Force uses ML algorithms to predict what states are most likely to experience violent revolutions or coup d’etats based on a large variety of potential warning signs. ML algorithms can also be used to predict when a violent incident is likely to occur by looking at previous patterns in the timing of violence. In the maritime domain, stakeholders may be interested in employing computer algorithms to predict whether social media chatter represents a credible threat to use violence.

**Target Attribution.** Since more actors now operate in the maritime domain, the number of potential malicious actors is constantly growing and evolving. This can make it increasingly hard to trace suspicious activities to specific actors. ML algorithms can learn the “signatures” associated with attacks. This technique can be used to identify which actors are behind probing behaviors—such as phishing or unauthorized UAS usage. It can also be used to more quickly determine the perpetrator behind a terrorist attack after it occurs. When an attack occurs, ML can use information about the signatures—or patterns of behaviors, equipment, and timing—associated with specific attacks to provide a predicted probability about the perpetrator behind the attack. Law enforcement can then use this information in their investigation and response efforts.

**Example:** Cyber-attacks often vary in their level of sophistication, methods, software, and targets. ML can use this information to discern which attacks are attributable to state actors, hacktivists, script-kiddies, or terrorist actors. Pitropakis et al. (2018) develop a cyber attribution framework to identify parties behind Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs). Their framework applies network analysis and clustering techniques to a variety of open-source information about cyber threats. Spangler and White (2020) use information about claimed terrorist attacks in the Global Terrorism Database to identify which perpetrators are most responsible for the vast number of unknown and unclaimed attacks.

**Resilience-Building.** A final ML application addresses the potential for “reverse machine learning” in port operations. If port operations and law enforcement efforts are routine and predictable, then NSAs may be able to exploit blind spots in these routines for smuggling and trafficking. First, practitioners can assess the severity
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of this problem by collecting information on patrols, cargo inspections, and other metrics. They may build a supervised ML model to see whether certain times of the day, locations, employees, or other characteristics predict when and where these incidents occur. Second, practitioners can implement a degree of randomness (e.g., die roll) into when or where these metrics occur. This simple measure should disrupt the routine nature and make it harder for “reverse machine learning” to succeed.

Personnel Training and Operational Exercises

The shifting threat environment of maritime security requires port and ship facilities to prepare for situations of increasing complexity. Interviewees stressed that because anticipating all potential threats in this environment is challenging and time-consuming, emphasis should be placed on developing a robust response capacity. A cornerstone of managing responses is ensuring that the workforce is aware of different threats and the procedures necessary to mitigate, control, and recover from attacks. At the same time, natural human limitations for maintaining heightened attention and awareness could lead to complacency and unintended consequences. Therefore, training and facilitating operational exercises is crucial for establishing expectations for the kind of risk environment employees will operate in, and the security measures they should be prepared to practice and activate when necessary.

Applications for personnel training and operational exercises include:

1. **Deter:** Vulnerability Mitigation
2. **Detect:** Anomaly Detection
3. **Deliver:** Capacity Building, Incident Response

_Vulnerability mitigation_. Training and scenario exercises are one tool to identify and assess gaps and vulnerabilities in maritime security. Exercises provide insight into the capabilities of employees, security procedures, and physical and digital infrastructure. Participants and stakeholders have an opportunity to then evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of security capabilities, resources, and procedures and address identified vulnerabilities as needed. Conducting operational exercises deters attacks by ensuring that the necessary security measures are in place to reduce the points of vulnerability that adversaries could exploit.

**Example:** The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) conducts cyber and physical security exercises with both government and industry partners in the critical infrastructure sector. CISA assists in the design, planning, and execution of these exercises. Their operations-based activities include drills, functional exercises, and full-scale scenarios. Infrastructure security scenarios include active shooter incidents, terrorist attacks, vehicle ramming, and IED attacks. Cyber scenarios include phishing, ransomware, loss of personally identifiable information, and industrial control systems compromise. These exercises are meant to identify best practices, lessons learned, and areas for improvement in plans and procedures. The USCG could integrate expertise from CISA to further develop the scenarios within its Area Maritime Security Training and Exercise Program.

_Anomaly Detection_. One interviewee stated that “situational awareness is key to understand and detect anomalies.” Situational awareness is cultivated through local knowledge and expertise, since those who work on the frontlines of maritime facilities recognize patterns and can contextualize potential threats. Routine training and scenario exercises further support anomaly detection by deepening employees’ awareness of specific patterns and anomalies. An interviewee described an example where a customs inspector in the Port of Miami would recognize a shipment of cement from South America as suspicious since cement in Florida is cheap, and there would be no market for it to be imported. Cement and similar industrial cargo could conceal firearms, missiles, hazardous chemicals, drugs, and illicit money. In addition to detecting weapons and illicit goods, facility employees are also on the frontlines of detecting potential cyber-attacks. For example, cybersecurity training could enable individuals to identify phishing attempts via email, one of the most common cyber-attack vectors. This type of situational awareness is gained through experience and bolstered by training and practical
scenario exercises where employees learn how to identify suspicious behavior, cargo, and digital activity. The DHS Soft Targets and Crowded Places Security Plan Overview reiterates that “individuals working in or using a soft target or crowded place, often are in the best position to help detect and prevent possible attacks.”

**Capacity Building and Incident Response.** Practical training and scenario exercises can also enhance the response capacity of stakeholders. For example, trainings with follow-on activities or periodic operational drills can improve the coordination, timeliness, and effectiveness of responses. The USCG works with federal, state, and local partners, each of whom may have different approaches and procedures to the same TSI. Conducting comprehensive trainings and scenario exercises helps ensure that these stakeholders have a cohesive, coordinated response pre-determined before a real-life incident occurs.

**Example:** Over the last few years, the USCG and its local agencies have conducted active shooter and insider threat exercises across the country. Many of these exercises, including in Puget Sound, Washington, Elizabeth City, North Carolina, and Marietta, Ohio, simulated active shooter incidents on ferry boats. These exercises involved participants from Coast Guard units, the Department of Transportation, the police department, and other relevant partners. During the training, participants practiced tactical procedures, de-escalation methods, and emergency medical responses. USCG should also consider other conducting exercises for various attack scenarios, such as a MIED attack, at multiple locations, such as a handling terminal or waterfront area. For example, the Gulf of Mexico Area Maritime Security Committee conducted an insider threat and cybersecurity attack scenario to test the Area Maritime Security Plan and the security plans of port partners. However, this was only a virtual tabletop exercise due to COVID-19 restrictions.

**Wargaming and Simulation Exercises**

Beyond their use as a purely theoretical or academic exercise, detailed wargaming and simulation exercises are valuable tools for anticipating the impact of maritime security threats. As discussed in this report, emerging technologies create new entry points and methods of attack, although there is still much uncertainty about how attacks will manifest. Simulations are useful for exploring a range of possible attack scenarios, creating innovative responses and workarounds, and ultimately integrating this information into operations, force design, and doctrine. However, to be effective, the insights gained from wargaming and simulation exercises must be communicated horizontally to relevant maritime security partners and vertically to senior-level managers and decision-makers.

The potential applications of wargaming and simulation exercises include:

1. **Deter:** Vulnerability Mitigation
2. **Detect:** Risk Assessment
3. **Deliver:** Incident Response, Future Research

---


**Vulnerability Mitigation.** Wargames and simulations are “representations of conflict or competition in a synthetic environment, in which people make decisions and respond to the consequences of those decisions.” Additionally, this process “relies heavily on joint doctrinal foundation, tactical judgement, and operational and regional/area experience.” In sum, the outcomes of each action, reaction, and counteraction within this synthetic environment depend greatly on “the human factor.” A thorough examination of each course of action developed in the wargaming and simulation exercises allows participants to recognize where their assumptions were challenged, unforeseen critical tracks or problems emerged, and how operational design shaped the overall outcome of the scenario, including remaining risks. These details are essential to understanding the strengths and vulnerabilities of stakeholder responses to maritime incidents, which inform future risk reduction and resilience-building measures.

**Example:** The Jack Voltaic (JV) Cyber Research Project is a bottom-up approach to critical infrastructure resilience through understanding existing cybersecurity capabilities and identifying gaps. In its third and most recent iteration, JV 3.0, JV partnered with the Army Cyber Institute, the Army, and the Department of Defense. JV 3.0 was a city-level exercise that analyzed “how multiple small-scale, cascading cyber-attacks against local municipalities and their commercial critical infrastructure in the strategic port cities of Charleston, SC, and Savannah, GA, could disrupt force projection operations.” This simulation took place over two single-day virtual events. As the simulation progressed “by spreading to new areas, organizations, or systems or by causing increasing damage,” attribution and incident causes were withheld to facilitate debate among participants about how to respond.

This simulation revealed numerous insights into multi-level and multi-partner cyber vulnerabilities. Some notable findings include: the Army is reliant on various interdependent critical infrastructures which it does not own or operate, making it vulnerable to incidents affecting external actors; interactions and interdependencies between IT and communications technology have created gray-zone attack vectors which have a high impact on MTS operations; there is no standard for cyber incident declaration; the whole-of-community approach to responding to cyber-attacks is not yet effective and coordinated; translating national-level laws and policies to the local level and across states remains a challenge. This simulation exercise yielded practical and actionable policy recommendations to relevant stakeholders, including for the DHS and DOD to expand the USCG Cyber Command’s authorizations, resources, and mission to include cyber incident response support for strategic ports. The USCG, and its Cyber Command, should consider participating in these types of simulation exercises to identify and remedy vulnerabilities across its local, industry, and government partners who operate at strategic port locations.

**Risk Assessment.** Rigorous and detailed wargames are useful risk assessment tools, as they evaluate both the vulnerability and threat elements of the risk equation. Some have criticized that current analysis methods, such as cost-benefit analysis, capabilities-based assessments, and alternative analysis, are predisposed to focus on the vulnerability aspect without accounting for threats posed by the adversary. However, wargaming includes anticipating adversaries' objectives, capabilities, and decisions within the flow of operations, as it informs which course of actions should be selected. Similarly, simulation exercises can integrate complex, multi-layered
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attacks and interactions between adversaries and response personnel. By producing models of various scenarios and courses of action, participants can accurately assess risk, identify priorities, and create contingency plans.

**Example:** In recent years, there have been numerous occasions of spoofing vessels. However, in 2013, researchers at the University of Texas at Austin successfully spoofed an $80 million private yacht using the world’s first openly acknowledged GPS spoofing device. The purpose of the experiment was to determine how difficult it would be for an adversary to carry out a spoofing attack at sea and how easily sensors in the ship’s command room could identify the threat. In the simulated attack, the GPS signals from the spoofing device were indistinguishable from the legitimate signals. The team, acting as the adversary, was subtly able to coerce the ship onto a new course without the navigation system accurately determining the location discrepancy. Years before an actual attack, this simulation demonstrated the gap between the capabilities of GPS spoofing devices that adversaries may employ and those aboard the vessel that mariners use. This threat persists as technology advances, and navigation systems remain vulnerable. Today, GPS spoofing devices are interfering with more consequential vessels, including military ships.

**Incident Response and Future Research.** Another advantage of simulations and wargames is that they provide participants with a deeper understanding of a problem and the potential solutions. These exercises help manage uncertainty by reducing complex issues to several critical factors. The outcomes help determine viable options for how to respond to challenges and signal areas of future research, investment, and collaboration. When such activities are iterated and coupled with other learning exercises, such as fielding exercises, participants are able to verify their findings.

**Example:** The robust UAS program that ISIS had developed was short-lived and relatively ineffectual against American forces. This was because years prior, in 2008, the U.S. Army’s Asymmetric Warfare Group had “identified UASs as a viable threat and deployed counter-UAS training, technology, and tactics to Army units in combat.” In 2014, the Asymmetric Warfare Group assessed that ISIS’ program was expanding rapidly, leading to field-driven adaptation. The group began conducting experimental exercises with armed commercial UASs to test their capabilities and limitations, particularly how effective a UAS would be as a munitions delivery system. The results of these simulations were shared with American forces in Iraq and “integrated” into Army training centers to educate all U.S. Army forces on counter-UAS capabilities. In addition to helping develop technical countermeasures, the simulation and combat experiments yielded insight into the tactical adaptations that could disrupt UAS capabilities entirely, at no extra cost. Interviewees stressed that non-state actors’ ability to adapt remains a persistent challenge to maritime security. The Asymmetric Warfare Group’s success illustrates the value of simulating, testing, sharing knowledge, and scaling solutions to deliver effective responses against asymmetric threats.

**Regulations**

Interviewees and research stressed that there are significant gaps in port security regulations, specifically in addressing the emerging threats and vulnerabilities outlined in this report. For example, while cyber threats are beginning to be recognized at the institutional level, there is still much uncertainty regarding the prevalence of cyber-related standards. This issue will become more acute as other digital technologies are integrated into vessel and port operations. As far as emerging technologies, their use has far outpaced regulations. For example, while the FAA prohibits drones from entering within a 5-mile radius of an airport, no such provision exists for other critical infrastructure like ports. Updating regulations and adopting new ones are necessary for establishing a shared approach to the threats that all port security stakeholders face. While implementation is a secondary challenge, regulations ground the pertinence and effectiveness of adopting measures to mitigate risk.
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The potential applications of maritime security regulations include:

1. **Deter**: Address Compliance Gaps
2. **Deliver**: Capacity Building

**Address Compliance Gaps.** Following September 11, the United States adopted new international standards, national laws, and industry regulations to protect maritime infrastructure and trade. However, in recent years, regulations have not kept pace with emerging threats to maritime security, particularly within the cyber domain. There have been notable developments regarding managing cyber risks, including the IMO releasing a new set of guidelines on maritime cyber risk management, the USCG releasing a Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular (NVIC 01-20) concerning “Guidelines for Addressing Cyber Risks at Maritime Transportation Security Act (MTSA) Regulated Facilities” in February 2020, and the USCG updating its Cyber Strategic Outlook in August 2021. While these documents are helpful frameworks to mitigate cyber threats, interviewees expressed that vessels and facilities remain vulnerable to cyber threats because these regulations lack an operational focus.

For example, the NVIC 01-20 is not prescriptive, as it “does not include a checklist or otherwise prescribe cyber security solutions.” While this approach allows for flexibility, which is important, it also creates gaps in how facilities analyze vulnerabilities in their Facility Security Assessments and address them in their Facility Security Plans. Moreover, the NVIC 01-20 only applies to MTSA-regulated facilities, not vessels. Conversely, the IMO guidelines only apply to vessels, not port facilities. Future iterations of cyber risk management regulations need to meet the scale and scope of the cyber domain. Similar regulations regarding small vessel traffic should also command attention. This means establishing, at least, baseline operational requirements for both vessels and ports, and ensuring consistency between national and international regulatory frameworks. Formal guidelines are a critical start, but effectively addressing cyber risks requires implementing standards that are enforceable and uniform.

**Capacity Building.** Interviewees stated that one of the structural challenges to enforcing uniform regulations for vessels, cargo, and operators are the conflicting regulations between the nations that operate a ship and those that own a ship. Shipowners and flag states may also fail to comply with regulations stipulated by domestic and international instruments, such as the ISPS Code. This makes vessels vulnerable to the trafficking of illicit cargo by transnational criminal organizations and violent NSAs. However, as programs like C-TPAT and CSI demonstrate, effectively protecting U.S. ports from external threats requires multilateral security cooperation with global trading partners. These efforts include developing shared and integrated approaches to regulations, inspections, information sharing, and other security procedures. Improving the USCG’s capacity to secure U.S. ports and maritime infrastructure while ensuring the continued flow of commerce requires continued global collaboration.

**Example:** Port Security Control (PSC) is the examination of “foreign ships in national ports to verify that the condition of the ship and its equipment comply with the requirements of international regulations and that the ship is manned and operated in compliance with these rules.” PSC allows ships to be inspected by state authorities at foreign ports, including without consulting flag states. The nine regional agreements on PSC—Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs)—establish an agreed-upon inspections mechanism to ensure that ships at MoU members’ ports are inspected, and if they are found to be non-compliant, flag states must address substandard ships. The Paris MoU, which includes European and North Atlantic countries, also established an Information System. All MoU members have access to information on PSC inspections and port call data, ship
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risk profiles, companies’ performance, and other functionalities. A shared information system encourages compliance. PSC leverages the fact that ports are natural chokepoints where port jurisdiction allows authorities to “monitor and control poorly regulated flag-of-convenience ships suspected of involvement in destabilizing commodity flows.” PSC standardizes regional training and inspection techniques, so Members can jointly monitor sub-standard ships and crew while also avoiding multiple unnecessary inspections for compliant vessels. After overcoming the initial challenge of understanding Member States’ regulatory system, PSC regimes are effective multilateral mechanisms to facilitate information sharing and cohesive maritime governance.

Reflection and Lessons Learned Series

The threat environment has shifted drastically since the creation and implementation of post-9/11 port security measures. While threats of maritime terrorism, drug trafficking, and piracy persist, they are likely to manifest in nonconventional ways. Organizations, companies, and individuals worldwide have—either through necessity or good business practice—found new ways to analyze the threats and vulnerabilities within their operating environment and manage these risks effectively. This section will highlight some key lessons learned interviewees articulated and current examples of protecting critical maritime infrastructure.

Selected lessons learned included in this section apply to:
1. **Deter:** Vulnerability Mitigation
2. **Detect:** Information Sharing
3. **Deliver:** Incident Response

**Vulnerability Mitigation.** Interviewees commonly cited two challenges to risk management: a lack of expertise and bifurcated security culture. While security personnel may have valuable knowledge about the operational aspects of their ports, there is a lack of human resources and expertise regarding emerging technology, including cybersecurity and automated systems. A related challenge is that there are many stakeholders in the maritime industry, each of whom has different risk mitigation capabilities and systems. As some port authorities have demonstrated, a potential strategy to overcome these technical complexities is establishing a centralized entity that provides in-house expertise while also convening stakeholders to develop a common approach to risks associated with cyber and other emerging technologies. These entities operate under the premise that ports are an ecosystem of private companies, government entities, crew and facility personnel, and digital and physical infrastructure. In-house efforts to mitigate vulnerabilities must be complemented by efforts to address the vulnerabilities at points of overlap between stakeholders. Managing cyber threats, for example, means that this centralized entity must create a culture that optimizes the ecosystem’s interdependence on digitalization and automation while concurrently enhancing the digital resilience within and between these partners.

Example: The Rotterdam Port Authority launched FERM in 2016 as a part of Rotterdam’s Port Cyber Resilience Program. FERM raises awareness about digital vulnerabilities and risks among organizations of all sizes in the Port of Rotterdam. FERM participants have access to an IT portal for interaction and knowledge sharing between participants, information about current threats and response measures, cyber risk scans, newsletters, joint training exercises, and annual crisis exercises. FERM also periodically hosts “Port Cyber Cafes,” an informal event where experts from the field discuss a current topic around cybersecurity in the
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Rotterdam Port Area.\textsuperscript{296} Topics at the Cafes have included “Drones and Security,” “Human Factors,” and “Espionage and IT Vulnerabilities.” In addition to providing expert resources for organizations to improve their cyber resilience, FERM is a platform for port stakeholders to share, learn, and exercise cybersecurity. Through digital and social networks, FERM is creating a culture of cyber resilience within its port ecosystem, which USCG should consider emulating in strategic U.S. ports.

\textit{Information Sharing.} Another lesson that interviewees emphasized was the importance of a platform for information sharing, particularly one that informs both government and industry stakeholders. Given the inherent link between maritime security and global commerce, private companies also need access to updated, reliable information on current concerns and threats. While certain threats may have a more far-reaching impact, such as the Colonial Pipeline shutdown, which requires national-level information sharing, interviewees expressed that a platform at the local or regional level provides more specific and actionable information. However, a precondition for sharing helpful information to all partners in a port ecosystem is establishing trust with stakeholders, especially private companies that may be reluctant to share information. In addition to initiating personal connections, creating a network of trust requires framing information sharing as mutually beneficial. For government stakeholders, reliable intelligence strengthens maritime security, and for private entities, maritime security preserves the continuity of their business.

\textbf{Example:} At the Port of Los Angeles and Long Beach, there are two examples of effective information-sharing platforms for government and industry partners. First, the Marine Exchange Southern California is a non-profit organization that partners with the USCG and state and local government agencies to provide vessel traffic and maritime information to four regional ports.\textsuperscript{297} The Marine Exchange compiles and disseminates vessel activity information to the local maritime industry and waterfront business community.\textsuperscript{298} Additionally, as the only public-private partnership for Vessel Traffic Service, the Marine Exchange collaborates with USCG to manage the movement of vessels, facilitate rule enforcement, and detect anomalies. By efficiently and reliably providing information to the USCG, government agencies, and port stakeholders, the Marine Exchange strengthens maritime domain awareness within and between four ports in Southern California. A second example is the Marine Safety Information Bulletins, with specific supplements on cyber-related risks. The newsletter includes cyber threats to be aware of, cyber hygiene practices, and recent cyber incidents without disclosing company-specific information. The newsletter contains details about cyber threats within the LA/LB community and information about cyber risks within the critical infrastructure sector in general. Since many cyber risks emerge from human behaviors, newsletters are a simple but effective way to raise collective awareness on cyber-related risks.

\textit{Incident Response and Resource Acquisition Times.} As the threat and ubiquity of the cyber domain and emerging technologies continue to grow, regaining a competitive advantage by developing and acquiring new capabilities has become imperative to maritime law enforcement. In a 2018 report, the Government Accountability Office found that the Coast Guard makes trade-off decisions regarding acquisitions during its annual budget process, and that this leads to a “build-up of near-term unfunded acquisitions.”\textsuperscript{299} These findings were foreshadowed by the 2010 devolution of the Deepwater project due to underdeveloped acquisition management capabilities. The hard-learned lesson is that the Coast Guard has been, and will continue to be, in need of improvements to its resource acquisition process to access the technologies necessary to respond to emerging threats. Resource acquisition must be timely, flexible, and risk-informed.

\begin{itemize}
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Example: U.S. Army Special Operations Command (SOCOM) uses a middle-tier acquisition model called “buy-try-decide.” Middle-tier acquisition is a mechanism that allows the military to “soft start” a new program or accelerate the prototyping of an existing program so personnel can test prototypes and provide feedback as product development continues. This model allows SOCOM personnel to evaluate the functionality of a product, predict formal acquisition and sustainment costs, identify potential alternatives, and pilot product integration into the organization. In the short term, this means that SOCOM can acquire at least some version of a new capability it needs, and in the long term, it means industry partners get valuable feedback on whether to modify or cancel a product to meet end-users’ needs.

SOCOM has the benefit of being a smaller military organization, so “the lack of bureaucratic overhead allows it to identify emerging issues, modify programs that are underway, or, in certain cases, divest from programs more rapidly.” Additionally, because its programs have a lower dollar threshold than other services and therefore receive less statutory and regulatory scrutiny, SOCOM has a “culture of innovation and risk-taking” in its acquisition programs. Finally, SOCOM also has “a more focused, operations-oriented acquisition culture.” The USCG could leverage the same benefits of being a smaller, maritime-focused organization by implementing the “buy-try-decide” model. This process usually takes place within a single financial year, which compresses the resource acquisition timeline without compromising on the technical experimentation necessary to reach the optimal final product.

Conclusion

How has port security evolved since 2001, and what challenges exist moving forward? This report provides an overview of the current state of port security, new risks that have arisen since 9/11 and the 2002 Maritime Transportation Security Act, the types of security challenges these risks pose, and how practitioners may mitigate these challenges.

Based on a series of interviews and in-depth research, we find that increasing vessel traffic, the growing role of small actors below the nation-state threshold, and the rising number of MTS stakeholders has led to an increasingly complicated threat environment. Emerging threats challenge existing domestic capabilities due to an increasingly diffuse and unorganized set of extremist actors’ intent on using violence, increasingly sophisticated cyber-attacks and other advanced persistent threats, and non-state adoption of advanced technologies and weapons systems. The report also identifies a growing number of vulnerabilities among ships, ports, and people whereby these threats can manifest.

The combination of an increasingly diverse threat environment with an increase in vulnerabilities results in a different set of security challenges for the maritime domain. We identify that today’s security environment poses five major challenges, including new domains for exploitation, attribution challenges, big data and information processing, new information and communication technologies, and globalization and increased interdependence. We argue that, unlike the threat environment immediately following 9/11, emerging risks to the MTS are driven by higher probability, but lower magnitude incidents. Our recommendations to harness these challenges and improve resilience include investments in a range of strategies which collectively can help secure the MTS.